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Now an AMC+ original miniseries event starring Colin Farrell and Jack O'Connell! A nineteenth-
century whaling ship sets sail for the Arctic with a killer aboard in this dark, sharp, and highly
original tale that grips like a thrillerOne of The New York Times Book Review's 10 Best Books of
the Year, and named a Best Book of the Year by The Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street Journal,
The Guardian, The New Statesman, Publishers Weekly, and The Chicago Public LibraryBehold
the man: stinking, drunk, and brutal. Henry Drax is a harpooner on the Volunteer, a Yorkshire
whaler bound for the rich hunting waters of the arctic circle. Also aboard for the first time is
Patrick Sumner, an ex-army surgeon with a shattered reputation, no money, and no better option
than to sail as the ship's medic on this violent, filthy, and ill-fated voyage.In India, during the
Siege of Delhi, Sumner thought he had experienced the depths to which man can stoop. He had
hoped to find temporary respite on the Volunteer, but rest proves impossible with Drax on board.
The discovery of something evil in the hold rouses Sumner to action. And as the confrontation
between the two men plays out amid the freezing darkness of an arctic winter, the fateful
question arises: who will survive until spring?With savage, unstoppable momentum and the
blackest wit, Ian McGuire's The North Water weaves a superlative story of humanity under the
most extreme conditions.National BestsellerLonglisted for the Man Booker PrizeWinner of the
RSL Encore AwardFinalist for the Los Angeles Book Prize
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notify the publisher at: .To Abigail, Grace, and EveCHAPTER ONEBehold the man.He shuffles
out of Clappison’s courtyard onto Sykes Street and snuffs the complex air—turpentine, fishmeal,
mustard, black lead, the usual grave, morning-piss stink of just-emptied night jars. He snorts
once, rubs his bristled head, and readjusts his crotch. He sniffs his fingers, then slowly sucks
each one in turn, drawing off the last remnants, getting his final money’s worth. At the end of
Charterhouse Lane he turns north onto Wincolmlee, past the De La Pole Tavern, past the sperm
candle manufactory and the oil-seed mill. Above the warehouse roofs, he can see the swaying
tops of main- and mizzenmasts, hear the shouts of the stevedores and the thump of mallets from
the cooperage nearby. His shoulder rubs against the smoothed red brick, a dog runs past, a cart
piled high with rough-cut timber. He breathes in again and runs his tongue along the haphazard
ramparts of his teeth. He senses a fresh need, small but insistent, arising inside him, a new
requirement aching to be met. His ship leaves at first light, but before then there is something
that must be done. He peers around and for a moment wonders what it is. He notices the pink
smell of blood from the pork butcher’s, the grimy sway of a woman’s skirts. He thinks of flesh,
animal, human, then thinks again—it is not that kind of ache, he decides, not yet; it is the milder
one, the one less pressing.He turns around and walks back towards the tavern. The bar is
almost empty at this hour in the morning. There is a low fire in the grate and a smell of frying. He
delves in his pocket, but all he finds there are bread crumbs, a jackknife, and a halfpenny
coin.“Rum,” he says.He pushes the single halfpenny across the bar. The barman looks down at
the coin and shakes his head.“I’m leaving in the morning,” he explains, “on the Volunteer. I’ll give
you my note of hand.”The barman snorts.“Do I look like a fool?” he says.The man shrugs and
thinks a moment.“Head or tails then. This good knife of mine against a tot of your rum.”He puts
the jackknife on the bar, and the barman picks it up and looks at it carefully. He unfolds the blade
and tests it against the ball of his thumb.“It’s a fine knife, that one,” the man says. “Hant never
failed me yet.”The barman takes a shilling from his pocket and shows it. He tosses the coin and
slaps it down hard. They both look. The barman nods, picks up the knife, and stows it in his
waistcoat pocket.“And now you can fuck off,” he says.The man’s expression doesn’t alter. He
shows no sign of irritation or surprise. It is as though losing the knife is part of a greater and more
complex plan which only he is privy to. After a moment, he bends down, tugs off his sea boots,
and puts them side by side on top of the bar.“Toss again,” he says.The barman rolls his eyes and
turns away.“I don’t want your fucking boots,” he says.“You have my knife,” the man says. “You



can’t back away now.”“I don’t want no fucking boots,” the barman says again.“You can’t back
away.”“I’ll do whatever the fuck I like,” the barman says.There’s a Shetlander leaning at the other
end of the bar watching them. He is wearing a stocking cap and canvas britches caked with filth.
His eyes are red and loose and drunken.“I’ll buy ye a drink myself,” he says, “if ye just shut the
fuck up.”The man looks back at him. He has fought Shetlanders before in Lerwick and in
Peterhead. They are not clever fighters, but they are stubborn and hard to finish off. This one has
a rusty blubber-knife pushed into his belt and a gamy, peevish look about him. After a moment’s
pause, the man nods.“I’d thank you for that,” he says. “I’ve been whoring all night and the
whistle’s dry.”The Shetlander nods to the barman, and the barman, with a grand show of
reluctance, pours out another drink. The man takes his sea boots off the bar, picks up the drink,
and walks over to a bench by the fire. After a few minutes, he lies down, pulls his knees up to his
chest, and falls asleep. When he wakes up again, the Shetlander is sitting at a table in the corner
talking to a whore. She is dark-haired and fat and has a mottled face and greenish teeth. The
man recognizes her but cannot now recall the name. Betty? he wonders. Hatty? Esther?The
Shetlander calls over to a black boy who is crouching in the doorway, gives him a coin, and
instructs him to bring back a plate of mussels from the fishmongers on Bourne Street. The boy is
nine or ten years old, slender with large dark eyes and pale brown skin. The man pulls himself
upright on the bench and fills his pipe with his last crumbles of tobacco. He lights his pipe and
looks about. He has woken up renewed and ready. He can feel his muscles lying loose beneath
his skin, his heart tensing and relaxing inside his chest. The Shetlander tries to kiss the woman
and is rebuffed with an avaricious squeal. Hester, the man remembers. The woman’s name is
Hester and she has a windowless room on James Square with an iron bedstead, a jug and
basin, and an India-rubber bulb for washing out the jism. He stands up and walks over to where
the two of them are sitting.“Buy me one more drink,” he says.The Shetlander squints at him
briefly, then shakes his head and turns back to Hester.“Just one more drink and that’ll be the last
you hear of it.”The Shetlander ignores him, but the man doesn’t move. His patience is of the dull
and shameless kind. He feels his heart swell, then shrink; he smells the usual tavern stench—
farts and pipe smoke and spilled ale. Hester looks up at him and giggles. Her teeth are more
gray than green; her tongue is the color of a pig’s liver. The Shetlander takes his blubber-knife
out of his belt and places it on the table. He stands up.“I’d sooner cut ye fucking balls off for ye
than buy ye another drink,” he says.The Shetlander is lanky and loose-limbed. His hair and
beard are dank with seal grease and he reeks of the forecastle. The man begins to understand
now what he must do—to sense the nature of his current urges and the shape of their
accomplishment. Hester giggles again. The Shetlander picks up the knife and lays its cold blade
against the man’s cheekbone.“I could cut ye fucking nose off too and feed it to the fucking
porkers out back.”He laughs at this idea, and Hester laughs with him.The man looks untroubled.
This is not yet the moment he is waiting for. This is only a dull but necessary interlude, a pause.
The barman picks up a wooden club and creaks up the hinge of the bar.“You,” he says, pointing
at him, “are a skiving cunt, and a damned liar, and I want you gone.”The man looks at the clock



on the wall. It is just past noon. He has sixteen hours to do whatever it is he must do. To satisfy
himself again. The ache he feels is his body speaking its needs, talking to him—sometimes a
whisper, sometimes a mumble, sometimes a shriek. It never goes silent; if it ever goes silent then
he will know that he is finally dead, that some other fucker has finally killed him, and that will be
that.He steps suddenly towards the Shetlander to let him know he is not afraid, then steps away
again. He turns towards the barman and lifts his chin.“You can stick that shillelagh up your
fucking arse,” he says.The barman points him to the door. As the man is leaving, the boy arrives
with a tin plate of mussels, steaming and fragrant. They look at each other for a moment, and the
man feels a new pulse of certainty.He walks back down Sykes Street. He does not think of the
Volunteer, now lying at dock, which he has spent the past week laboring to trim and pack, nor of
the bloody six-month voyage to come. He thinks only of this present moment—Grotto Square,
the Turkish Baths, the auction house, the ropery, the cobbles beneath his feet, the agnostic
Yorkshire sky. He is not by nature impatient or fidgety; he will wait when waiting is required. He
finds a wall and sits down upon it; when he is hungry he sucks a stone. The hours pass. People
walking by remark him but do not attempt to speak. Soon it will be time. He watches as the
shadows lengthen, as it rains briefly, then ceases raining, as the clouds shudder across the
dampened sky. It is almost dusk when he sees them at last. Hester is singing a ballad; the
Shetlander has a grog bottle in one hand and is conducting her clumsily with the other. He
watches them turn into Hodgson’s Square. He waits a moment, then scuttles round the corner
onto Caroline Street. It is not yet nighttime, but it is dark enough, he decides. The windows in the
Tabernacle are glowing; there is a smell of coal dust and giblets in the air. He reaches Fiche’s
Alley before them and slides inside. The courtyard is empty except for a line of grimy laundry and
the high, ammoniacal scent of horse piss. He stands against a darkened doorway with a half
brick gripped in his fist. When Hester and the Shetlander come into the courtyard, he waits for a
moment to be sure, then steps forwards and smashes the half brick hard into the back of the
Shetlander’s head.The bone gives way easily. There is a fine spray of blood and a noise like a
wet stick snapping. The Shetlander flops senselessly forwards, and his teeth and nose break
against the cobblestones. Before Hester can scream, the man has the blubber-knife against her
throat.“I’ll slice you open like a fucking codfish,” he promises.She looks at him wildly, then holds
up her mucky hands in surrender.He empties the Shetlander’s pockets, takes his money and
tobacco, and throws the rest aside. There is a halo of blood dilating around the Shetlander’s face
and head, but he is still faintly breathing.“We need to move that bastard now,” Hester says, “or I’ll
be in the shit.”“So move him,” the man says. He feels lighter than he did a moment before, as if
the world has widened round him.Hester tries to drag the Shetlander around by the arm, but he’s
too heavy. She skids on the blood and falls over onto the cobbles. She laughs to herself, then
begins to moan. The man opens the coal shed door and drags the Shetlander inside by the
heels.“They can find him tomorrow,” he says. “I’ll be long gone by then.”She stands up, still
unsteady from the drink, and tries impossibly to wipe the mud from her skirts. The man turns to
leave.“Give us a shilling or two, will you, darling?” Hester calls out to him. “For all me trouble.”* *



*It takes him an hour to hunt down the boy. His name is Albert Stubbs and he sleeps in a brick
culvert below the north bridge and lives off bones and peelings and the occasional copper
earned by running errands for the drunkards who gather in the shithole taverns by the waterfront
waiting for a ship.The man offers him food. He shows him the money he stole from the
Shetlander.“Tell me what you want,” he says, “and I’ll buy it for you.”The boy looks back at him
speechlessly, like an animal surprised in its lair. The man notices he has no smell to him at all—
amidst all this filth he has remained somehow clean, unsullied, as if the natural darkness of his
pigment is a protection against sin and not, as some men believe, an expression of it.“You’re a
sight to see,” the man tells him.The boy asks for rum, and the man takes a greasy half bottle from
his pocket and gives it to him. As the boy drinks the rum, his eyes glaze slightly and the
fierceness of his reticence declines.“My name’s Henry Drax,” the man explains, as softly as he is
able to. “I’m a harpooner. I ship at dawn on the Volunteer.”The boy nods without interest, as if this
is all information he had heard long before. His hair is musty and dull, but his skin is
preternaturally clean. It shines in the tarnished moonlight like a piece of polished teak. The boy is
shoeless, and the soles of his feet have become blackened and horny from contact with the
pavement. Drax feels the urge to touch him now—on the side of the face perhaps or the peak of
the shoulder. It would be a signal, he thinks, a way to begin.“I saw you before in the tavern,” the
boy says. “You had no money then.”“My situation is altered,” Drax explains.The boy nods again
and drinks more rum. Perhaps he is nearer twelve, Drax thinks, but stunted as they often are. He
reaches out and takes the bottle from the boy’s lips.“You should eat something,” he says. “Come
with me.”They walk together without speaking, up Wincomlee and Sculcoates, past the
Whalebone Inn, past the timber yards. They stop in at Fletcher’s bakery and Drax waits while the
boy wolfs down a meat pie.When the boy has finished, he wipes his mouth, scours the phlegm
from the back of his throat, and spits it out into the gutter. He looks suddenly older than before.“I
know a place we can go to,” he says, pointing across the road. “Just down there, see, on past the
boatyard.”Drax realizes immediately that this must be a trap. If he goes into the boatyard with the
nigger boy he will be beaten bloody and stripped down like a cunt. It is a surprise that the boy
has misprized him so thoroughly. He feels, first, contempt for the boy’s ill judgment, and then,
more pleasantly, like the swell and shudder of a fresh idea, the beginnings of fury.“I’m the fucker,
me,” he tells him softly. “I’m never the one that’s fucked.”“I know that,” the boy says. “I
understand.”The other side of the road is in deep shadow. There is a ten-foot wooden gate with
peeling green paint, a brick wall, and then an alley floored with rubble. There is no light inside the
alley, and the only sound is the crunch of Drax’s boot heels and the boy’s intermittent, tubercular
wheezing. The yellow moon is lodged like a bolus in the narrowed throat of the sky. After a
minute, they are released into a courtyard half-filled with broken casks and rusted hooping.“It’s
through there,” the boy says. “Not far.”His face betrays a telling eagerness. If Drax had any
doubts before, he has none left now.“Come to me,” he tells the boy.The boy frowns and indicates
again the way he wants them both to go. Drax wonders how many of the boy’s companions are
waiting for them in the boatyard and what weapons they are planning to use against him. Does



he really look, he wonders, like the kind of useless prick who can be robbed by children? Is that
the impression he presently gives out to the waiting world?“Come here,” he says again.The boy
shrugs and walks forwards.“We’ll do it now,” Drax says. “Here and now. I won’t wait.”The boy
stops and shakes his head.“No,” he says. “The boatyard is better.”The courtyard’s gloom perfects
him, Drax thinks, smooths out his prettiness into a sullen kind of beauty. He looks like a pagan
idol standing there, a totem carved from ebony, not like a boy but more like the far-fetched ideal
of a boy.“Just what kind of a cunt do you think I am?” Drax asks.The boy frowns for a moment,
then offers him a beguiling and implausible grin. None of this is new, Drax thinks, it has all been
done before, and it will all be done over again in other places and at other times. The body has
its tedious patterns, its regularities: the feeding, the cleaning, the emptying of the bowels.The
boy touches him quickly on the elbow and indicates again the way he wants them both to go.
The boatyard. The trap. Drax hears a seagull squawking above his head, notices the solid smell
of bitumen and oil paint, the sidereal sprawl of the Great Bear. He grabs the nigger boy by the
hair and punches him, then punches him again and again—two, three, four times, fast, without
hesitation or compunction—until Drax’s knuckles are warm and dark with blood, and the boy is
slumped, limp and unconscious. He is thin and bony and weighs no more than a terrier. Drax
turns him over and pulls down his britches. There is no pleasure in the act and no relief, a fact
which only increases its ferocity. He has been cheated of something living, something nameless
but also real.Lead and pewter clouds obscure the fullish moon; there is the clatter of iron-rimmed
cartwheels, the infantile whine of a cat in heat. Drax goes swiftly through the motions: one action
following the next, passionless and precise, machinelike, but not mechanical. He grasps on to
the world like a dog biting into bone—nothing is obscure to him, nothing is separate from his
fierce and sullen appetites. What the nigger boy used to be has now disappeared. He is gone
completely, and something else, something wholly different, has appeared instead. This
courtyard has become a place of vile magic, of blood-soaked transmutations, and Henry Drax is
its wild, unholy engineer.CHAPTER TWOBrownlee considers himself, after thirty years pacing
the quarterdeck, to be a fair judge of the human character, but this new fellow Sumner, this
Paddy surgeon fresh from the riotous Punjab, is a complex case indeed. He is short and narrow-
featured, his expression is displeasingly quizzical, he has an unfortunate limp and speaks some
barbarously twisted bogland version of the English language; yet, despite these obvious and
manifold disadvantages, Brownlee senses that he will do. There is something in the young man’s
very awkwardness and indifference, his capacity and willingness not to please, that Brownlee,
perhaps because it reminds him of himself at a younger and more carefree stage of life, finds
oddly appealing.“So what’s the story with the leg?” Brownlee asks, waggling his own ankle by
way of encouragement. They are sitting in the captain’s cabin on the Volunteer drinking brandy
and reviewing the voyage to come.“Sepoy musket ball,” Sumner explains. “My shinbone bore the
brunt.”“In Delhi this is? After the siege?”Sumner nods.“First day of the assault, near the
Cashmere Gate.”Brownlee rolls his eyes and whistles low in appreciation.“Did you see
Nicholson killed?”“No, but I saw his body afterwards when he was dead. Up on the ridge.”“An



extraordinary man, Nicholson. A great hero. They do say the niggers worshipped him like a
god.”Sumner shrugs.“He had a Pashtun bodyguard. Enormous sod named Khan. Slept outside
his tent to protect him. The rumor was the two of them were sweethearts.”Brownlee shakes his
head and smiles. He has read all about John Nicholson in the Times of London: the way he
marched his men through the most savage heat without ever once breaking sweat or asking for
water, about the time he sliced a mutinous sepoy clean in two with one blow of his mighty sword.
Without men like Nicholson—unyielding, severe, vicious when necessary—Brownlee believes
the empire would have been lost entirely long ago. And without the empire who would buy the
oil, who would buy the whalebone?“Jealousy,” he says. “Bitterness only. Nicholson’s a great hero,
a little bit savage sometimes from what I heard, but what do you expect?”“I saw him hang a man
just for smiling at him, and the poor bugger wasn’t even smiling.”“Lines must be drawn, Sumner,”
he says. “Civilized standards must be maintained. We must meet fire with fire sometimes. The
niggers killed women and children after all, raped them, slashed their tiny throats. A thing like
that requires righteous vengeance.”Sumner nods and glances briefly downwards at his black
trousers grown gray at the kneepiece, and his unpolished ankle boots. Brownlee wonders
whether his new surgeon is a cynic or a sentimentalist, or (is it even possible?) a little bit of
both.“Oh, there was a good deal of that going on,” Sumner says, turning back to him with a grin,
“a good deal of the righteous vengeance. Yes indeed.”“So why did you leave India?” Brownlee
asks, shifting about a little on the upholstered bench. “Why quit the Sixty-First? It wasn’t the
leg?”“Not the leg, God no. They loved the leg.”“Then what?”“I had a windfall. Six months ago my
uncle Donal died suddenly and left me his dairy farm over in Mayo—fifty acres, cows, a
creamery. It’s worth a thousand guineas at least, more probably, enough, for sure, to buy myself
a pretty little house in the shires and a nice respectable practice somewhere quiet but wealthy:
Bognor, Hastings, Scarborough possibly. The salt air pleases me, you see, and I do like a
promenade.”Brownlee seriously doubts whether the good widows of Scarborough, Bognor, or
Hastings would really wish to have their ailments attended to by a short-arse hopalong from
beyond the Pale, but he leaves that particular opinion unexpressed.“So what are you doing
sitting here with me,” he asks instead, “on a Greenland whaling ship? A famous Irish landowner
like yourself, I mean?”Sumner smiles at the sarcasm, scratches his nose, lets it go.“There are
legal complications with the estate. Mysterious cousins have appeared out of the woodwork,
counterclaimants.”Brownlee sighs sympathetically.“Ain’t it always the way,” he says.“I’ve been
told that the case could take a year to be resolved, and until then I have nothing much to do with
myself and no money to do it with. I was passing through Liverpool on my way back from the
lawyers in Dublin when I ran into your Mr. Baxter in the bar of the Adelphi Hotel. We got to talking
and when he learned I was an ex–army surgeon in need of gainful employment he put two and
two together and made a four.”“He’s a fierce sharp operator, that Baxter,” Brownlee says, with a
twinkle in his eye. “I don’t trust the bastard myself. I do believe he has some portion of Hebrew
blood running in his withered veins.”“I was happy enough with the terms he offered. I’m not
expecting the whaling will make me rich, Captain, but it will keep me occupied at least while the



cogs of justice turn.”Brownlee sniffs.“Oh, we’ll make use of you one way or another,” he says.
“There is always work for those that are willing.”Sumner nods, finishes off his brandy, and places
the glass back down on the table with a small clack. The oil lamp depending from the dark wood
ceiling remains unlit, but the shadows in the corners of the cabin are deepening and spreading
as the light outside begins to fail and the sun slides out of sight behind an iron and redbrick
commotion of chimneys and roofs.“I’m at your service, sir,” Sumner says.Brownlee wonders for a
moment exactly what this means but then decides it means nothing at all. Baxter is not a man to
give secrets away. If he has chosen Sumner for a reason (besides the obvious ones: cheapness
and availability), it is probably only that the Irishman is easygoing and pliable and clearly has his
mind on other things.“As a rule there is not much doctoring to be done on a whaler, I find. When
the men get sick they either get well again on their own or else they turn in on themselves and die
—that is my experience at least. The potions don’t make a great deal of difference.”Sumner
raises his eyebrows but appears unconcerned by this casual disparagement of his profession.“I
should examine the medicine chest,” he says, without much enthusiasm. “There may be some
items I need to add or replace before we sail.”“The chest is stowed in your cabin. There is a
chemist’s shop on Clifford Street besides the Freemason’s Hall. Get whatever you need and tell
them to send the bill to Mr. Baxter.”Both men rise from the table. Sumner extends his hand and
Brownlee briefly shakes it. Each man for a moment peers at the other one as if hoping for an
answer to some secret question they are too alarmed or wary to ask out loud.“Baxter won’t like
that much, I imagine,” Sumner says at last.“Bugger Baxter,” Brownlee says.* * *Half an hour
later, Sumner sits hunched over on his bunk and tongues his pencil stub. His cabin has the
dimensions of an infant’s mausoleum, and smells, already, before the voyage has even begun,
sour and faintly fecal. He peers skeptically into the medicine chest and begins to make his
shopping list: hartshorn, he writes, Glauber’s salt, Spirit of Squills. Every now and then he
unstoppers one of the bottles and sniffs the dried-up innards. Half the things in there he has
never heard of: Tragacanth? Guaiacum? London Spirit? It’s no wonder Brownlee thinks the
“potions” don’t work: most of this stuff is fucking Shakespearean. Was the previous surgeon
some kind of Druid? Laudanum, he writes by the eggish light of a blubber lamp, absinthe, opium
pills, mercury. Will there be much gonorrhea amongst a whaling crew? he wonders. Possibly not,
since whores in the Arctic Circle are likely to be thin on the ground. Judging by the amount of
Epsom salts and castor oil already in the chest, however, constipation will be a sizable problem.
The lancets, he notices, are uniformly ancient, rusty, and blunt. He will have to have them
sharpened before he begins any bleeding. It is probably a good thing he has brought his own
scalpels and a newish bone saw.After a while, he closes the medicine chest and pushes it back
beneath the bunk, where it rests beside the battered tin trunk that he has carried with him all the
way from India. Out of habit, automatically, and without looking down, Sumner rattles the trunk’s
padlock and pats his waistcoat pocket to check he still has the key. Reassured, he stands,
leaves the cabin, and makes his way along the narrow companionway and up onto the ship’s
deck. There is a smell of varnish and wood shavings and pipe smoke. Barrels of beef and



bundles of staves are being loaded into the forehold on ropes, someone is hammering nails into
the galley roof, there are several men up in the rigging swinging pots of tar. A lurcher scuffles by,
then stops abruptly to lick itself. Sumner pauses beside the mizzenmast and scans the quayside.
There is no one there he recognizes. The world is enormous, he tells himself, and he is a tiny,
unmemorable speck within it, easily lost and forgotten. This thought, which would not normally
be pleasing to anyone, pleases him now. His plan is to dissolve, to dissipate, and only
afterwards, some time later, to re-form. He walks down the gangplank and finds his way to the
chemist’s shop on Clifford Street, where he hands over his list. The chemist, who is bald and
sallow and missing several teeth, examines the list, then looks up at him.“That’s not right,” he
says. “Not for a whaling voyage. It’s too much.”“Baxter’s paying for everything. You can send him
the bill directly.”“Has Baxter seen this list?”Inside the shop, it is gloomy and the brownish air is
sulfurous and thick with liniment. The bald man’s finger ends are stained a glaring chemical
orange and his nails are curved and horny; below his rolled-up shirtsleeves Sumner sees the
blue fringes of an old tattoo.“You think I’d trouble Baxter with shit like that?” Sumner says.“He’ll
be troubled when he sees this fucking bill. I know Baxter and he’s a tight-fisted cunt.”“Just fill the
order,” Sumner says.The man shakes his head and rubs his hands across his mottled apron.“I
can’t give you all that,” he says, pointing down at the paper on the countertop. “Or that either. If I
do, I won’t get paid for it. I’ll give you the regular allowances of both and that’s all.”Sumner leans
forwards. His belly presses up against the burnished countertop.“I’m just back from the colonies,”
he explains, “from Delhi.”The bald man shrugs at this intelligence, then sticks his forefinger in his
right ear and twists it noisily.“You know I can sell you a nice piece of birch wood for that limp,” he
says. “Ivory handle, whale tooth, whichever you prefer.”Without answering him, Sumner steps
away from the counter and commences gazing around the shop as though he suddenly has a
good deal of time on his hands and nothing much to fill it with. The sidewalls are crammed with
all manner of flasks, bottles, and tantali filled with liquids, unguents, and powders. Behind the
counter is a large yellowing mirror reflecting the hairless verso of the bald man’s pate. To one
side of the mirror is an array of square wooden drawers, each with a nameplate and a single
brass knob in its center, and to the other is a row of shelves supporting a tableau of stuffed
animals arranged in a series of melodramatic and martial poses. There is a barn owl poised in
the act of devouring a field mouse, a badger at perpetual war with a ferret, a Laocoonian gibbon
being strangled by a garter snake.“Did you do all those yourself?” Sumner asks him.The man
waits a moment, then nods.“I’m the best taxidermist in town,” he says. “You can ask anyone.”“And
what’s the biggest beast you’ve ever stuffed? The very biggest, I mean. Tell me the truth
now.”“I’ve done a walrus,” the bald man says casually. “I’ve done a polar bear. They bring them in
off the Greenland ships.”“You’ve stuffed a polar bear?” Sumner says.“I have.”“A fucking bear,”
Sumner says again, smiling now. “Now that’s something I would like to see.”“I had him standing
up on his hindmost legs,” the bald man says, “with his vicious claws raking the frigid air like this.”
He reaches his orangey hands up into the air and arranges his face into a frozen growl. “I did it
for Firbank, the rich bugger who lives in that big house on Charlotte Street. I believe he still has it



in his grand entrance hall, next to his whale tooth hat stand.”“And would you ever stuff an actual
whale?” Sumner asks.The bald man shakes his head and laughs at the idea.“The whale can’t be
stuffed,” he says. “Apart from the size, which makes it impossible, they putrefy too quick. And
besides, what would any sane man want with a stuffed bloody whale anyway?”Sumner nods and
smiles again. The bald man chuckles at the thought.“I’ve done lots of pike,” he continues vainly.
“I’ve done otters aplenty. Someone brought me a platy-puss once.”“What do you say we change
the names?” Sumner says. “On the bill? Call it absinthe. Call it calomel if you want to.”“We
already have calomel on the list.”“Absinthe then, let’s call it absinthe.”“We could call it blue vitriol,”
the man suggests. “Some surgeons take a good amount of that stuff.”“Call it blue vitriol then, and
call the other absinthe.”The man nods once and does a rapid calculation in his head.“A bottle of
absinthe,” he says, “and three ounces of vitriol will about cover it.” He turns around and starts
opening up drawers and picking flasks off the shelves. Sumner leans against the countertop and
watches him at his work—weighing, sifting, grinding, stoppering.“Have you ever shipped out
yourself?” Sumner asks him. “For the whaling?”The chemist shakes his head without looking up
from his work.“The Greenland trade is a dangerous one,” he says. “I prefer to stay at home,
where it’s warm and dry and the risk of violent death is much reduced.”“You are a sensible fellow,
then.”“I am cautious, that’s all. I’ve seen a thing or two.”“You’re a fortunate man, I would say,”
Sumner answers, gazing round the grimy shop again. “Fortunate to have so much to lose.”The
man glances up to check if he is being mocked, but Sumner’s expression is all sincerity.“It is not
so much,” he says, “compared to some.”“It is something.”The chemist nods, secures the
package with a length of twine, and pushes it across the counter.“The Volunteer is a good old
bark,” he says. “It knows its way around the ice fields.”“And what of Brownlee? I hear he’s
unlucky.”“Baxter trusts him.”“Indeed,” Sumner says, picking up the package, tucking it under one
arm, then leaning down to sign the receipt. “And what do we think of Mr. Baxter?”“We think he’s
rich,” the chemist answers, “and round these parts a man don’t generally get rich by being
stupid.”Sumner smiles and curtly nods farewell.“Amen to that,” he says.* * *It has started to
rain, and above the residual smell of horse dung and butchery there is a fresh and clement tang
to the air. Instead of returning to the Volunteer, Sumner turns to the left and finds a tavern
instead. He asks for rum and takes his glass into a scruffy side room with a fireless grate and an
unpleasing view into the adjoining courtyard. There is no one else sitting in there. He unties the
chemist’s package, takes out one of the bottles, and dispenses half of it into his glass. The dark
rum darkens further. Sumner inhales, closes his eyes, and downs the concoction in one long
gulp.Perhaps he is free, he thinks, as he sits there and waits for the drug to have its effect.
Perhaps that is the best way to understand his present state. After all that has beset him:
betrayal, humiliation, poverty, disgrace; the death of his parents from typhus; the death of William
Harper from the drink; the many efforts misdirected or abandoned; the many chances lost and
plans gone awry. After all of that, all of it, he is still alive at least. The worst has happened—
hasn’t it?—yet he is still intact, still warm, still breathing. He is nothing now, admittedly (a
surgeon on a Yorkshire whaling ship—what kind of reward is that for his long labors?), but to be



nothing is also, looked at from a different angle, to be anything at all. Is that not the case? Not
lost then, but at liberty? Free? And this fear he currently feels, this feeling of perpetual
uncertainty, that must be—he decides—just a surprising symptom of his current unbounded
state.Sumner feels a moment of great relief at this conclusion, so clear and sensible, so easily
and quickly reached, but then almost immediately, almost before he has a chance to enjoy the
new sensation, it strikes him that it is a very empty kind of freedom he is enjoying—it is the
freedom of a vagrant or a beast. If he is free, in his current condition, then this wooden table in
front of him is also free, and so is this empty glass. And what does free even mean? Such words
are paper-thin, they crumble and tear under the slightest pressure. Only actions count, he thinks
for the ten-thousandth time, only events. All the rest is vapor, fog. He takes another drink and
licks his lips. It is a grave mistake to think too much, he reminds himself, a grave mistake. Life will
not be puzzled out, or blathered into submission; it must be lived through, survived, in whatever
fashion a man can manage.Sumner leans his head back against the whitewashed wall and
peers vaguely in the direction of the doorway opposite. He can see the landlord over yonder,
behind the bar, hear the clink of pewter and the clatter of a trapdoor closing. He feels, rising
inside his chest, another warm swell of clarity and ease. It is the body, he thinks, not the mind. It
is the blood, the chemistry that counts. In a few more minutes he is feeling much better about
himself and about the world. Captain Brownlee, he thinks, is a fine man, and Baxter is fine also,
in his way. They are dutiful men both of them. They believe in act and consequence, capture and
reward, in the simple geometry of cause and effect. And who is to say they are wrong? He looks
down at his empty glass and wonders about the wisdom of requesting another. Standing
shouldn’t be a problem, he thinks, but talking? His tongue feels flat and foreign, he’s not sure, if
he tried to speak, what might actually come out—what language exactly? what noises? The
landlord, as if sensing his dilemma, glances in his direction and Sumner hails him with the empty
glass.“Right you are,” the landlord says.Sumner smiles at the simple elegance of this exchange—
the need sensed, the satisfaction offered. The landlord enters the side room with a half-full bottle
of rum and tops him up. Sumner nods in thanks, and all is well.It is dark outside now, and the rain
has ceased. The courtyard glows yellow with a vague, gaseous light. There are women’s voices
in the next room laughing loudly. How long have I been sitting here? Sumner wonders suddenly.
An hour? Two? He finishes his drink, reties the chemist’s package, and stands up. The room
seems much smaller than when he first came in. There is still no fire in the grate, but someone
has placed an oil lamp on a stool near the door. He walks carefully into the next room, peers
around for a moment, tips his hat to the ladies, and regains the street.The night sky is crammed
with stars—the grand zodiacal sprawl and in between the densely speckled glow of unnameable
others. The starry sky above me and the moral law within. He remembers, as he walks, the
dissection hall in Belfast, watching that foul old blasphemer Slattery slice happily into a cadaver.
“No sign of this chap’s immortal soul as yet, young gentlemen,” he would joke, as he delved and
tugged, pulling out intestines like a conjurer pulls flags, “nor of his exquisite reasoning faculties,
but I’ll keep on looking.” He recalls the jars of sectioned brains, floating helplessly, pointlessly,



like pickled cauliflowers, their spongy hemispheres emptied entirely of thought or desire. The
redundancy of flesh, he thinks, the helplessness of meat, how can we conjure spirit from a
bone? Yet this street looks lovely despite all that: the way the dampened bricks glow reddish in
the moonlight, the echoing clack of leather boot heels on stone, the curve and stretch of
broadcloth across a man’s back, of flannel across a woman’s hips. The whirl and caw of the
gulls, the creak of cartwheels, laughter, cursing, all of it, the crude harmonics of the night,
coming together, like a primitive symphony. After opium, this is what he likes best: these smells,
sounds, and visions, the crush and clamor of their temporary beauty. Everywhere a sudden
alertness that the ordinary world lacks, a sudden thrust and vigor.He wanders through squares
and alleyways, past courtyard hovels and the houses of the rich. He has no idea which way is
north or in what direction the dock now lies, but eventually, somehow, he knows he will sniff his
way back there. He has learned to stop thinking at such times and trust his instinct. Why Hull, for
instance? Why fucking whaling? It makes no sense, and that is its great genius. The illogic of it,
the near idiocy. Cleverness, he thinks, will get you nowhere; it is only the stupid, the brilliantly
stupid, who will inherit the earth. Entering the public square, he encounters a legless and
tatterdemalion beggar man whistling “Nancy Dawson” and knuckling his way along the darkened
pavement. The two men pause to talk.“Which way to the Queen’s Dock?” Sumner asks, and the
legless beggar points across with his filth-caked fist.“Over there,” he says. “Which ship?”“The
Volunteer.”The beggar, whose face is riddled with smallpox scars and whose truncated body
halts abruptly just below the groin, shakes his head and giggles wheezily.“If you chose to ship
with Brownlee, you fucked yourself up the arse,” he says. “Right royally.”Sumner thinks about this
for a moment, then shakes his head.“Brownlee will do,” he says.“He will do if you want things
fucked up,” the beggar answers. “He will do if you want to come home fucking penniless or not
come home at all. He’ll do for all that, I agree with you there. You heard about the Percival? You
must have heard about the fucking Percival?”The beggar is wearing a grimy and shapeless tam-
o’-shanter patchworked from the broken remnants of numerous pieces of older and finer
headgear.“I was in India,” Sumner says.“Ask anyone around here about the Percival,” the beggar
says. “Just say the word Percival and see what comes back.”“So tell me then,” Sumner says.The
beggar pauses a moment before beginning, as if to better measure the hilarious breadth of
Sumner’s naivety.“Crushed to matchwood by a berg,” he says. “Three years ago now. Its holds
were filled up with blubber at the time and they didn’t rescue even one single barrel of it. Not a
scrap. Eight men drownded and ten more perished of the cold, and none of those that lived
made even sixpunce.”“Sounds like a misfortune. It could happen to anyone.”“It happened to
Brownlee though, no one else. And a captain that fucking unfortunate doesn’t often get another
ship.”“Baxter must trust him.”“Baxter’s fucking deep. That’s all I’ll say about fucking Baxter. Deep
is what Baxter is.”Sumner shrugs and looks up at the moon.“What happened to your legs?” he
asks.The beggar looks down and frowns as though surprised to find them gone.“You ask
Captain Brownlee about that one,” he says. “You tell him Ort Caper sent you. You tell him we was
counting up my legs together one fine evening and there seemed to be a couple of ’em missing.



See what he says about that one.”“Why would I ask him that?”“Because you wouldn’t hardly
believe the truth of it coming from a man like me, you’d likely write it off as the ravings of a loon,
but Brownlee knows the bloody truth of it as well as me. You ask him what happened on the
Percival. Tell him Ort Caper sends his best regards. See what that does to his digestion.”Sumner
takes a coin from his pocket and drops it into the beggar’s outstretched hand.“Ort Caper’s the
name,” the beggar shouts after him. “Ask Brownlee what happened to my fucking legs.”* *
*Farther on, he begins to smell the Queen’s Dock—its sour, bathetic pong, like meat about to
turn. In the gaps between warehouses, between the piled-up planking of timber yards, he can
see the tin-cut silhouetted line of whaling ships and sloops. It is past midnight now and the
streets are quieter—some muted sounds of drinking from the dockside taverns, the Penny Bank,
the Seaman’s Molly, now and then the noise of an empty hackney carriage or the grumble of a
dustcart. The stars have swiveled, the swollen moon is half-hidden behind a bank of nickel-
plated cloud; Sumner can see the Volunteer, broad-waisted, dark and thick with rigging, a little
farther down the dock. There is no one walking about the deck, at least no one he can see, so
the loading must be complete. They are only waiting for the tide now, and for the steam tug to
pull them out into the Humber.His mind moves to the northern ice fields, and the great wonders
he will no doubt see there—the unicorn and sea leopard, the walrus and the albatross, the Arctic
petrel and the polar bear. He thinks about the great right whales lying bunched in pods like
leaden storm clouds beneath the silent sheets of ice. He will make charcoal sketches of them all,
he decides, paint watercolor landscapes, keep a journal possibly. And why not? He will have
plenty of time on his hands, Brownlee made that plain enough. He will read widely (he has
brought his dog-eared Homer); he will practice his disused Greek. Why the fuck not? He will
have precious little else to do—doling out purgatives now and then, occasionally certifying the
dead, but apart from that it will be a kind of holiday. Baxter implied as much anyway. Implied that
the surgeon’s job on a whaler was a legal nicety, a requirement to be met, but in practice there
was bugger all to do—hence the risible wages, of course. So, yes, he thinks, he will read and
write, he will sleep, he will make conversation with the captain when called upon. By and large it
will be an easeful, perhaps a mildly tedious, sort of time, but God knows that is what he needs
after the madness of India: the filthy heat, the barbarity, the stench. Whatever the Greenland
whaling is like, he thinks, it will surely not be anything like that.Begin ReadingTable of
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Abigail, Grace, and EveCHAPTER ONEBehold the man.He shuffles out of Clappison’s
courtyard onto Sykes Street and snuffs the complex air—turpentine, fishmeal, mustard, black
lead, the usual grave, morning-piss stink of just-emptied night jars. He snorts once, rubs his
bristled head, and readjusts his crotch. He sniffs his fingers, then slowly sucks each one in turn,
drawing off the last remnants, getting his final money’s worth. At the end of Charterhouse Lane
he turns north onto Wincolmlee, past the De La Pole Tavern, past the sperm candle manufactory
and the oil-seed mill. Above the warehouse roofs, he can see the swaying tops of main- and
mizzenmasts, hear the shouts of the stevedores and the thump of mallets from the cooperage
nearby. His shoulder rubs against the smoothed red brick, a dog runs past, a cart piled high with
rough-cut timber. He breathes in again and runs his tongue along the haphazard ramparts of his
teeth. He senses a fresh need, small but insistent, arising inside him, a new requirement aching
to be met. His ship leaves at first light, but before then there is something that must be done. He
peers around and for a moment wonders what it is. He notices the pink smell of blood from the
pork butcher’s, the grimy sway of a woman’s skirts. He thinks of flesh, animal, human, then
thinks again—it is not that kind of ache, he decides, not yet; it is the milder one, the one less
pressing.He turns around and walks back towards the tavern. The bar is almost empty at this
hour in the morning. There is a low fire in the grate and a smell of frying. He delves in his pocket,
but all he finds there are bread crumbs, a jackknife, and a halfpenny coin.“Rum,” he says.He
pushes the single halfpenny across the bar. The barman looks down at the coin and shakes his
head.“I’m leaving in the morning,” he explains, “on the Volunteer. I’ll give you my note of
hand.”The barman snorts.“Do I look like a fool?” he says.The man shrugs and thinks a
moment.“Head or tails then. This good knife of mine against a tot of your rum.”He puts the
jackknife on the bar, and the barman picks it up and looks at it carefully. He unfolds the blade
and tests it against the ball of his thumb.“It’s a fine knife, that one,” the man says. “Hant never
failed me yet.”The barman takes a shilling from his pocket and shows it. He tosses the coin and
slaps it down hard. They both look. The barman nods, picks up the knife, and stows it in his
waistcoat pocket.“And now you can fuck off,” he says.The man’s expression doesn’t alter. He
shows no sign of irritation or surprise. It is as though losing the knife is part of a greater and more
complex plan which only he is privy to. After a moment, he bends down, tugs off his sea boots,
and puts them side by side on top of the bar.“Toss again,” he says.The barman rolls his eyes and
turns away.“I don’t want your fucking boots,” he says.“You have my knife,” the man says. “You
can’t back away now.”“I don’t want no fucking boots,” the barman says again.“You can’t back
away.”“I’ll do whatever the fuck I like,” the barman says.There’s a Shetlander leaning at the other
end of the bar watching them. He is wearing a stocking cap and canvas britches caked with filth.
His eyes are red and loose and drunken.“I’ll buy ye a drink myself,” he says, “if ye just shut the



fuck up.”The man looks back at him. He has fought Shetlanders before in Lerwick and in
Peterhead. They are not clever fighters, but they are stubborn and hard to finish off. This one has
a rusty blubber-knife pushed into his belt and a gamy, peevish look about him. After a moment’s
pause, the man nods.“I’d thank you for that,” he says. “I’ve been whoring all night and the
whistle’s dry.”The Shetlander nods to the barman, and the barman, with a grand show of
reluctance, pours out another drink. The man takes his sea boots off the bar, picks up the drink,
and walks over to a bench by the fire. After a few minutes, he lies down, pulls his knees up to his
chest, and falls asleep. When he wakes up again, the Shetlander is sitting at a table in the corner
talking to a whore. She is dark-haired and fat and has a mottled face and greenish teeth. The
man recognizes her but cannot now recall the name. Betty? he wonders. Hatty? Esther?The
Shetlander calls over to a black boy who is crouching in the doorway, gives him a coin, and
instructs him to bring back a plate of mussels from the fishmongers on Bourne Street. The boy is
nine or ten years old, slender with large dark eyes and pale brown skin. The man pulls himself
upright on the bench and fills his pipe with his last crumbles of tobacco. He lights his pipe and
looks about. He has woken up renewed and ready. He can feel his muscles lying loose beneath
his skin, his heart tensing and relaxing inside his chest. The Shetlander tries to kiss the woman
and is rebuffed with an avaricious squeal. Hester, the man remembers. The woman’s name is
Hester and she has a windowless room on James Square with an iron bedstead, a jug and
basin, and an India-rubber bulb for washing out the jism. He stands up and walks over to where
the two of them are sitting.“Buy me one more drink,” he says.The Shetlander squints at him
briefly, then shakes his head and turns back to Hester.“Just one more drink and that’ll be the last
you hear of it.”The Shetlander ignores him, but the man doesn’t move. His patience is of the dull
and shameless kind. He feels his heart swell, then shrink; he smells the usual tavern stench—
farts and pipe smoke and spilled ale. Hester looks up at him and giggles. Her teeth are more
gray than green; her tongue is the color of a pig’s liver. The Shetlander takes his blubber-knife
out of his belt and places it on the table. He stands up.“I’d sooner cut ye fucking balls off for ye
than buy ye another drink,” he says.The Shetlander is lanky and loose-limbed. His hair and
beard are dank with seal grease and he reeks of the forecastle. The man begins to understand
now what he must do—to sense the nature of his current urges and the shape of their
accomplishment. Hester giggles again. The Shetlander picks up the knife and lays its cold blade
against the man’s cheekbone.“I could cut ye fucking nose off too and feed it to the fucking
porkers out back.”He laughs at this idea, and Hester laughs with him.The man looks untroubled.
This is not yet the moment he is waiting for. This is only a dull but necessary interlude, a pause.
The barman picks up a wooden club and creaks up the hinge of the bar.“You,” he says, pointing
at him, “are a skiving cunt, and a damned liar, and I want you gone.”The man looks at the clock
on the wall. It is just past noon. He has sixteen hours to do whatever it is he must do. To satisfy
himself again. The ache he feels is his body speaking its needs, talking to him—sometimes a
whisper, sometimes a mumble, sometimes a shriek. It never goes silent; if it ever goes silent then
he will know that he is finally dead, that some other fucker has finally killed him, and that will be



that.He steps suddenly towards the Shetlander to let him know he is not afraid, then steps away
again. He turns towards the barman and lifts his chin.“You can stick that shillelagh up your
fucking arse,” he says.The barman points him to the door. As the man is leaving, the boy arrives
with a tin plate of mussels, steaming and fragrant. They look at each other for a moment, and the
man feels a new pulse of certainty.He walks back down Sykes Street. He does not think of the
Volunteer, now lying at dock, which he has spent the past week laboring to trim and pack, nor of
the bloody six-month voyage to come. He thinks only of this present moment—Grotto Square,
the Turkish Baths, the auction house, the ropery, the cobbles beneath his feet, the agnostic
Yorkshire sky. He is not by nature impatient or fidgety; he will wait when waiting is required. He
finds a wall and sits down upon it; when he is hungry he sucks a stone. The hours pass. People
walking by remark him but do not attempt to speak. Soon it will be time. He watches as the
shadows lengthen, as it rains briefly, then ceases raining, as the clouds shudder across the
dampened sky. It is almost dusk when he sees them at last. Hester is singing a ballad; the
Shetlander has a grog bottle in one hand and is conducting her clumsily with the other. He
watches them turn into Hodgson’s Square. He waits a moment, then scuttles round the corner
onto Caroline Street. It is not yet nighttime, but it is dark enough, he decides. The windows in the
Tabernacle are glowing; there is a smell of coal dust and giblets in the air. He reaches Fiche’s
Alley before them and slides inside. The courtyard is empty except for a line of grimy laundry and
the high, ammoniacal scent of horse piss. He stands against a darkened doorway with a half
brick gripped in his fist. When Hester and the Shetlander come into the courtyard, he waits for a
moment to be sure, then steps forwards and smashes the half brick hard into the back of the
Shetlander’s head.The bone gives way easily. There is a fine spray of blood and a noise like a
wet stick snapping. The Shetlander flops senselessly forwards, and his teeth and nose break
against the cobblestones. Before Hester can scream, the man has the blubber-knife against her
throat.“I’ll slice you open like a fucking codfish,” he promises.She looks at him wildly, then holds
up her mucky hands in surrender.He empties the Shetlander’s pockets, takes his money and
tobacco, and throws the rest aside. There is a halo of blood dilating around the Shetlander’s face
and head, but he is still faintly breathing.“We need to move that bastard now,” Hester says, “or I’ll
be in the shit.”“So move him,” the man says. He feels lighter than he did a moment before, as if
the world has widened round him.Hester tries to drag the Shetlander around by the arm, but he’s
too heavy. She skids on the blood and falls over onto the cobbles. She laughs to herself, then
begins to moan. The man opens the coal shed door and drags the Shetlander inside by the
heels.“They can find him tomorrow,” he says. “I’ll be long gone by then.”She stands up, still
unsteady from the drink, and tries impossibly to wipe the mud from her skirts. The man turns to
leave.“Give us a shilling or two, will you, darling?” Hester calls out to him. “For all me trouble.”* *
*It takes him an hour to hunt down the boy. His name is Albert Stubbs and he sleeps in a brick
culvert below the north bridge and lives off bones and peelings and the occasional copper
earned by running errands for the drunkards who gather in the shithole taverns by the waterfront
waiting for a ship.The man offers him food. He shows him the money he stole from the



Shetlander.“Tell me what you want,” he says, “and I’ll buy it for you.”The boy looks back at him
speechlessly, like an animal surprised in its lair. The man notices he has no smell to him at all—
amidst all this filth he has remained somehow clean, unsullied, as if the natural darkness of his
pigment is a protection against sin and not, as some men believe, an expression of it.“You’re a
sight to see,” the man tells him.The boy asks for rum, and the man takes a greasy half bottle from
his pocket and gives it to him. As the boy drinks the rum, his eyes glaze slightly and the
fierceness of his reticence declines.“My name’s Henry Drax,” the man explains, as softly as he is
able to. “I’m a harpooner. I ship at dawn on the Volunteer.”The boy nods without interest, as if this
is all information he had heard long before. His hair is musty and dull, but his skin is
preternaturally clean. It shines in the tarnished moonlight like a piece of polished teak. The boy is
shoeless, and the soles of his feet have become blackened and horny from contact with the
pavement. Drax feels the urge to touch him now—on the side of the face perhaps or the peak of
the shoulder. It would be a signal, he thinks, a way to begin.“I saw you before in the tavern,” the
boy says. “You had no money then.”“My situation is altered,” Drax explains.The boy nods again
and drinks more rum. Perhaps he is nearer twelve, Drax thinks, but stunted as they often are. He
reaches out and takes the bottle from the boy’s lips.“You should eat something,” he says. “Come
with me.”They walk together without speaking, up Wincomlee and Sculcoates, past the
Whalebone Inn, past the timber yards. They stop in at Fletcher’s bakery and Drax waits while the
boy wolfs down a meat pie.When the boy has finished, he wipes his mouth, scours the phlegm
from the back of his throat, and spits it out into the gutter. He looks suddenly older than before.“I
know a place we can go to,” he says, pointing across the road. “Just down there, see, on past the
boatyard.”Drax realizes immediately that this must be a trap. If he goes into the boatyard with the
nigger boy he will be beaten bloody and stripped down like a cunt. It is a surprise that the boy
has misprized him so thoroughly. He feels, first, contempt for the boy’s ill judgment, and then,
more pleasantly, like the swell and shudder of a fresh idea, the beginnings of fury.“I’m the fucker,
me,” he tells him softly. “I’m never the one that’s fucked.”“I know that,” the boy says. “I
understand.”The other side of the road is in deep shadow. There is a ten-foot wooden gate with
peeling green paint, a brick wall, and then an alley floored with rubble. There is no light inside the
alley, and the only sound is the crunch of Drax’s boot heels and the boy’s intermittent, tubercular
wheezing. The yellow moon is lodged like a bolus in the narrowed throat of the sky. After a
minute, they are released into a courtyard half-filled with broken casks and rusted hooping.“It’s
through there,” the boy says. “Not far.”His face betrays a telling eagerness. If Drax had any
doubts before, he has none left now.“Come to me,” he tells the boy.The boy frowns and indicates
again the way he wants them both to go. Drax wonders how many of the boy’s companions are
waiting for them in the boatyard and what weapons they are planning to use against him. Does
he really look, he wonders, like the kind of useless prick who can be robbed by children? Is that
the impression he presently gives out to the waiting world?“Come here,” he says again.The boy
shrugs and walks forwards.“We’ll do it now,” Drax says. “Here and now. I won’t wait.”The boy
stops and shakes his head.“No,” he says. “The boatyard is better.”The courtyard’s gloom perfects



him, Drax thinks, smooths out his prettiness into a sullen kind of beauty. He looks like a pagan
idol standing there, a totem carved from ebony, not like a boy but more like the far-fetched ideal
of a boy.“Just what kind of a cunt do you think I am?” Drax asks.The boy frowns for a moment,
then offers him a beguiling and implausible grin. None of this is new, Drax thinks, it has all been
done before, and it will all be done over again in other places and at other times. The body has
its tedious patterns, its regularities: the feeding, the cleaning, the emptying of the bowels.The
boy touches him quickly on the elbow and indicates again the way he wants them both to go.
The boatyard. The trap. Drax hears a seagull squawking above his head, notices the solid smell
of bitumen and oil paint, the sidereal sprawl of the Great Bear. He grabs the nigger boy by the
hair and punches him, then punches him again and again—two, three, four times, fast, without
hesitation or compunction—until Drax’s knuckles are warm and dark with blood, and the boy is
slumped, limp and unconscious. He is thin and bony and weighs no more than a terrier. Drax
turns him over and pulls down his britches. There is no pleasure in the act and no relief, a fact
which only increases its ferocity. He has been cheated of something living, something nameless
but also real.Lead and pewter clouds obscure the fullish moon; there is the clatter of iron-rimmed
cartwheels, the infantile whine of a cat in heat. Drax goes swiftly through the motions: one action
following the next, passionless and precise, machinelike, but not mechanical. He grasps on to
the world like a dog biting into bone—nothing is obscure to him, nothing is separate from his
fierce and sullen appetites. What the nigger boy used to be has now disappeared. He is gone
completely, and something else, something wholly different, has appeared instead. This
courtyard has become a place of vile magic, of blood-soaked transmutations, and Henry Drax is
its wild, unholy engineer.CHAPTER ONEBehold the man.He shuffles out of Clappison’s
courtyard onto Sykes Street and snuffs the complex air—turpentine, fishmeal, mustard, black
lead, the usual grave, morning-piss stink of just-emptied night jars. He snorts once, rubs his
bristled head, and readjusts his crotch. He sniffs his fingers, then slowly sucks each one in turn,
drawing off the last remnants, getting his final money’s worth. At the end of Charterhouse Lane
he turns north onto Wincolmlee, past the De La Pole Tavern, past the sperm candle manufactory
and the oil-seed mill. Above the warehouse roofs, he can see the swaying tops of main- and
mizzenmasts, hear the shouts of the stevedores and the thump of mallets from the cooperage
nearby. His shoulder rubs against the smoothed red brick, a dog runs past, a cart piled high with
rough-cut timber. He breathes in again and runs his tongue along the haphazard ramparts of his
teeth. He senses a fresh need, small but insistent, arising inside him, a new requirement aching
to be met. His ship leaves at first light, but before then there is something that must be done. He
peers around and for a moment wonders what it is. He notices the pink smell of blood from the
pork butcher’s, the grimy sway of a woman’s skirts. He thinks of flesh, animal, human, then
thinks again—it is not that kind of ache, he decides, not yet; it is the milder one, the one less
pressing.He turns around and walks back towards the tavern. The bar is almost empty at this
hour in the morning. There is a low fire in the grate and a smell of frying. He delves in his pocket,
but all he finds there are bread crumbs, a jackknife, and a halfpenny coin.“Rum,” he says.He



pushes the single halfpenny across the bar. The barman looks down at the coin and shakes his
head.“I’m leaving in the morning,” he explains, “on the Volunteer. I’ll give you my note of
hand.”The barman snorts.“Do I look like a fool?” he says.The man shrugs and thinks a
moment.“Head or tails then. This good knife of mine against a tot of your rum.”He puts the
jackknife on the bar, and the barman picks it up and looks at it carefully. He unfolds the blade
and tests it against the ball of his thumb.“It’s a fine knife, that one,” the man says. “Hant never
failed me yet.”The barman takes a shilling from his pocket and shows it. He tosses the coin and
slaps it down hard. They both look. The barman nods, picks up the knife, and stows it in his
waistcoat pocket.“And now you can fuck off,” he says.The man’s expression doesn’t alter. He
shows no sign of irritation or surprise. It is as though losing the knife is part of a greater and more
complex plan which only he is privy to. After a moment, he bends down, tugs off his sea boots,
and puts them side by side on top of the bar.“Toss again,” he says.The barman rolls his eyes and
turns away.“I don’t want your fucking boots,” he says.“You have my knife,” the man says. “You
can’t back away now.”“I don’t want no fucking boots,” the barman says again.“You can’t back
away.”“I’ll do whatever the fuck I like,” the barman says.There’s a Shetlander leaning at the other
end of the bar watching them. He is wearing a stocking cap and canvas britches caked with filth.
His eyes are red and loose and drunken.“I’ll buy ye a drink myself,” he says, “if ye just shut the
fuck up.”The man looks back at him. He has fought Shetlanders before in Lerwick and in
Peterhead. They are not clever fighters, but they are stubborn and hard to finish off. This one has
a rusty blubber-knife pushed into his belt and a gamy, peevish look about him. After a moment’s
pause, the man nods.“I’d thank you for that,” he says. “I’ve been whoring all night and the
whistle’s dry.”The Shetlander nods to the barman, and the barman, with a grand show of
reluctance, pours out another drink. The man takes his sea boots off the bar, picks up the drink,
and walks over to a bench by the fire. After a few minutes, he lies down, pulls his knees up to his
chest, and falls asleep. When he wakes up again, the Shetlander is sitting at a table in the corner
talking to a whore. She is dark-haired and fat and has a mottled face and greenish teeth. The
man recognizes her but cannot now recall the name. Betty? he wonders. Hatty? Esther?The
Shetlander calls over to a black boy who is crouching in the doorway, gives him a coin, and
instructs him to bring back a plate of mussels from the fishmongers on Bourne Street. The boy is
nine or ten years old, slender with large dark eyes and pale brown skin. The man pulls himself
upright on the bench and fills his pipe with his last crumbles of tobacco. He lights his pipe and
looks about. He has woken up renewed and ready. He can feel his muscles lying loose beneath
his skin, his heart tensing and relaxing inside his chest. The Shetlander tries to kiss the woman
and is rebuffed with an avaricious squeal. Hester, the man remembers. The woman’s name is
Hester and she has a windowless room on James Square with an iron bedstead, a jug and
basin, and an India-rubber bulb for washing out the jism. He stands up and walks over to where
the two of them are sitting.“Buy me one more drink,” he says.The Shetlander squints at him
briefly, then shakes his head and turns back to Hester.“Just one more drink and that’ll be the last
you hear of it.”The Shetlander ignores him, but the man doesn’t move. His patience is of the dull



and shameless kind. He feels his heart swell, then shrink; he smells the usual tavern stench—
farts and pipe smoke and spilled ale. Hester looks up at him and giggles. Her teeth are more
gray than green; her tongue is the color of a pig’s liver. The Shetlander takes his blubber-knife
out of his belt and places it on the table. He stands up.“I’d sooner cut ye fucking balls off for ye
than buy ye another drink,” he says.The Shetlander is lanky and loose-limbed. His hair and
beard are dank with seal grease and he reeks of the forecastle. The man begins to understand
now what he must do—to sense the nature of his current urges and the shape of their
accomplishment. Hester giggles again. The Shetlander picks up the knife and lays its cold blade
against the man’s cheekbone.“I could cut ye fucking nose off too and feed it to the fucking
porkers out back.”He laughs at this idea, and Hester laughs with him.The man looks untroubled.
This is not yet the moment he is waiting for. This is only a dull but necessary interlude, a pause.
The barman picks up a wooden club and creaks up the hinge of the bar.“You,” he says, pointing
at him, “are a skiving cunt, and a damned liar, and I want you gone.”The man looks at the clock
on the wall. It is just past noon. He has sixteen hours to do whatever it is he must do. To satisfy
himself again. The ache he feels is his body speaking its needs, talking to him—sometimes a
whisper, sometimes a mumble, sometimes a shriek. It never goes silent; if it ever goes silent then
he will know that he is finally dead, that some other fucker has finally killed him, and that will be
that.He steps suddenly towards the Shetlander to let him know he is not afraid, then steps away
again. He turns towards the barman and lifts his chin.“You can stick that shillelagh up your
fucking arse,” he says.The barman points him to the door. As the man is leaving, the boy arrives
with a tin plate of mussels, steaming and fragrant. They look at each other for a moment, and the
man feels a new pulse of certainty.He walks back down Sykes Street. He does not think of the
Volunteer, now lying at dock, which he has spent the past week laboring to trim and pack, nor of
the bloody six-month voyage to come. He thinks only of this present moment—Grotto Square,
the Turkish Baths, the auction house, the ropery, the cobbles beneath his feet, the agnostic
Yorkshire sky. He is not by nature impatient or fidgety; he will wait when waiting is required. He
finds a wall and sits down upon it; when he is hungry he sucks a stone. The hours pass. People
walking by remark him but do not attempt to speak. Soon it will be time. He watches as the
shadows lengthen, as it rains briefly, then ceases raining, as the clouds shudder across the
dampened sky. It is almost dusk when he sees them at last. Hester is singing a ballad; the
Shetlander has a grog bottle in one hand and is conducting her clumsily with the other. He
watches them turn into Hodgson’s Square. He waits a moment, then scuttles round the corner
onto Caroline Street. It is not yet nighttime, but it is dark enough, he decides. The windows in the
Tabernacle are glowing; there is a smell of coal dust and giblets in the air. He reaches Fiche’s
Alley before them and slides inside. The courtyard is empty except for a line of grimy laundry and
the high, ammoniacal scent of horse piss. He stands against a darkened doorway with a half
brick gripped in his fist. When Hester and the Shetlander come into the courtyard, he waits for a
moment to be sure, then steps forwards and smashes the half brick hard into the back of the
Shetlander’s head.The bone gives way easily. There is a fine spray of blood and a noise like a



wet stick snapping. The Shetlander flops senselessly forwards, and his teeth and nose break
against the cobblestones. Before Hester can scream, the man has the blubber-knife against her
throat.“I’ll slice you open like a fucking codfish,” he promises.She looks at him wildly, then holds
up her mucky hands in surrender.He empties the Shetlander’s pockets, takes his money and
tobacco, and throws the rest aside. There is a halo of blood dilating around the Shetlander’s face
and head, but he is still faintly breathing.“We need to move that bastard now,” Hester says, “or I’ll
be in the shit.”“So move him,” the man says. He feels lighter than he did a moment before, as if
the world has widened round him.Hester tries to drag the Shetlander around by the arm, but he’s
too heavy. She skids on the blood and falls over onto the cobbles. She laughs to herself, then
begins to moan. The man opens the coal shed door and drags the Shetlander inside by the
heels.“They can find him tomorrow,” he says. “I’ll be long gone by then.”She stands up, still
unsteady from the drink, and tries impossibly to wipe the mud from her skirts. The man turns to
leave.“Give us a shilling or two, will you, darling?” Hester calls out to him. “For all me trouble.”* *
*It takes him an hour to hunt down the boy. His name is Albert Stubbs and he sleeps in a brick
culvert below the north bridge and lives off bones and peelings and the occasional copper
earned by running errands for the drunkards who gather in the shithole taverns by the waterfront
waiting for a ship.The man offers him food. He shows him the money he stole from the
Shetlander.“Tell me what you want,” he says, “and I’ll buy it for you.”The boy looks back at him
speechlessly, like an animal surprised in its lair. The man notices he has no smell to him at all—
amidst all this filth he has remained somehow clean, unsullied, as if the natural darkness of his
pigment is a protection against sin and not, as some men believe, an expression of it.“You’re a
sight to see,” the man tells him.The boy asks for rum, and the man takes a greasy half bottle from
his pocket and gives it to him. As the boy drinks the rum, his eyes glaze slightly and the
fierceness of his reticence declines.“My name’s Henry Drax,” the man explains, as softly as he is
able to. “I’m a harpooner. I ship at dawn on the Volunteer.”The boy nods without interest, as if this
is all information he had heard long before. His hair is musty and dull, but his skin is
preternaturally clean. It shines in the tarnished moonlight like a piece of polished teak. The boy is
shoeless, and the soles of his feet have become blackened and horny from contact with the
pavement. Drax feels the urge to touch him now—on the side of the face perhaps or the peak of
the shoulder. It would be a signal, he thinks, a way to begin.“I saw you before in the tavern,” the
boy says. “You had no money then.”“My situation is altered,” Drax explains.The boy nods again
and drinks more rum. Perhaps he is nearer twelve, Drax thinks, but stunted as they often are. He
reaches out and takes the bottle from the boy’s lips.“You should eat something,” he says. “Come
with me.”They walk together without speaking, up Wincomlee and Sculcoates, past the
Whalebone Inn, past the timber yards. They stop in at Fletcher’s bakery and Drax waits while the
boy wolfs down a meat pie.When the boy has finished, he wipes his mouth, scours the phlegm
from the back of his throat, and spits it out into the gutter. He looks suddenly older than before.“I
know a place we can go to,” he says, pointing across the road. “Just down there, see, on past the
boatyard.”Drax realizes immediately that this must be a trap. If he goes into the boatyard with the



nigger boy he will be beaten bloody and stripped down like a cunt. It is a surprise that the boy
has misprized him so thoroughly. He feels, first, contempt for the boy’s ill judgment, and then,
more pleasantly, like the swell and shudder of a fresh idea, the beginnings of fury.“I’m the fucker,
me,” he tells him softly. “I’m never the one that’s fucked.”“I know that,” the boy says. “I
understand.”The other side of the road is in deep shadow. There is a ten-foot wooden gate with
peeling green paint, a brick wall, and then an alley floored with rubble. There is no light inside the
alley, and the only sound is the crunch of Drax’s boot heels and the boy’s intermittent, tubercular
wheezing. The yellow moon is lodged like a bolus in the narrowed throat of the sky. After a
minute, they are released into a courtyard half-filled with broken casks and rusted hooping.“It’s
through there,” the boy says. “Not far.”His face betrays a telling eagerness. If Drax had any
doubts before, he has none left now.“Come to me,” he tells the boy.The boy frowns and indicates
again the way he wants them both to go. Drax wonders how many of the boy’s companions are
waiting for them in the boatyard and what weapons they are planning to use against him. Does
he really look, he wonders, like the kind of useless prick who can be robbed by children? Is that
the impression he presently gives out to the waiting world?“Come here,” he says again.The boy
shrugs and walks forwards.“We’ll do it now,” Drax says. “Here and now. I won’t wait.”The boy
stops and shakes his head.“No,” he says. “The boatyard is better.”The courtyard’s gloom perfects
him, Drax thinks, smooths out his prettiness into a sullen kind of beauty. He looks like a pagan
idol standing there, a totem carved from ebony, not like a boy but more like the far-fetched ideal
of a boy.“Just what kind of a cunt do you think I am?” Drax asks.The boy frowns for a moment,
then offers him a beguiling and implausible grin. None of this is new, Drax thinks, it has all been
done before, and it will all be done over again in other places and at other times. The body has
its tedious patterns, its regularities: the feeding, the cleaning, the emptying of the bowels.The
boy touches him quickly on the elbow and indicates again the way he wants them both to go.
The boatyard. The trap. Drax hears a seagull squawking above his head, notices the solid smell
of bitumen and oil paint, the sidereal sprawl of the Great Bear. He grabs the nigger boy by the
hair and punches him, then punches him again and again—two, three, four times, fast, without
hesitation or compunction—until Drax’s knuckles are warm and dark with blood, and the boy is
slumped, limp and unconscious. He is thin and bony and weighs no more than a terrier. Drax
turns him over and pulls down his britches. There is no pleasure in the act and no relief, a fact
which only increases its ferocity. He has been cheated of something living, something nameless
but also real.Lead and pewter clouds obscure the fullish moon; there is the clatter of iron-rimmed
cartwheels, the infantile whine of a cat in heat. Drax goes swiftly through the motions: one action
following the next, passionless and precise, machinelike, but not mechanical. He grasps on to
the world like a dog biting into bone—nothing is obscure to him, nothing is separate from his
fierce and sullen appetites. What the nigger boy used to be has now disappeared. He is gone
completely, and something else, something wholly different, has appeared instead. This
courtyard has become a place of vile magic, of blood-soaked transmutations, and Henry Drax is
its wild, unholy engineer.CHAPTER TWOBrownlee considers himself, after thirty years pacing



the quarterdeck, to be a fair judge of the human character, but this new fellow Sumner, this
Paddy surgeon fresh from the riotous Punjab, is a complex case indeed. He is short and narrow-
featured, his expression is displeasingly quizzical, he has an unfortunate limp and speaks some
barbarously twisted bogland version of the English language; yet, despite these obvious and
manifold disadvantages, Brownlee senses that he will do. There is something in the young man’s
very awkwardness and indifference, his capacity and willingness not to please, that Brownlee,
perhaps because it reminds him of himself at a younger and more carefree stage of life, finds
oddly appealing.“So what’s the story with the leg?” Brownlee asks, waggling his own ankle by
way of encouragement. They are sitting in the captain’s cabin on the Volunteer drinking brandy
and reviewing the voyage to come.“Sepoy musket ball,” Sumner explains. “My shinbone bore the
brunt.”“In Delhi this is? After the siege?”Sumner nods.“First day of the assault, near the
Cashmere Gate.”Brownlee rolls his eyes and whistles low in appreciation.“Did you see
Nicholson killed?”“No, but I saw his body afterwards when he was dead. Up on the ridge.”“An
extraordinary man, Nicholson. A great hero. They do say the niggers worshipped him like a
god.”Sumner shrugs.“He had a Pashtun bodyguard. Enormous sod named Khan. Slept outside
his tent to protect him. The rumor was the two of them were sweethearts.”Brownlee shakes his
head and smiles. He has read all about John Nicholson in the Times of London: the way he
marched his men through the most savage heat without ever once breaking sweat or asking for
water, about the time he sliced a mutinous sepoy clean in two with one blow of his mighty sword.
Without men like Nicholson—unyielding, severe, vicious when necessary—Brownlee believes
the empire would have been lost entirely long ago. And without the empire who would buy the
oil, who would buy the whalebone?“Jealousy,” he says. “Bitterness only. Nicholson’s a great hero,
a little bit savage sometimes from what I heard, but what do you expect?”“I saw him hang a man
just for smiling at him, and the poor bugger wasn’t even smiling.”“Lines must be drawn, Sumner,”
he says. “Civilized standards must be maintained. We must meet fire with fire sometimes. The
niggers killed women and children after all, raped them, slashed their tiny throats. A thing like
that requires righteous vengeance.”Sumner nods and glances briefly downwards at his black
trousers grown gray at the kneepiece, and his unpolished ankle boots. Brownlee wonders
whether his new surgeon is a cynic or a sentimentalist, or (is it even possible?) a little bit of
both.“Oh, there was a good deal of that going on,” Sumner says, turning back to him with a grin,
“a good deal of the righteous vengeance. Yes indeed.”“So why did you leave India?” Brownlee
asks, shifting about a little on the upholstered bench. “Why quit the Sixty-First? It wasn’t the
leg?”“Not the leg, God no. They loved the leg.”“Then what?”“I had a windfall. Six months ago my
uncle Donal died suddenly and left me his dairy farm over in Mayo—fifty acres, cows, a
creamery. It’s worth a thousand guineas at least, more probably, enough, for sure, to buy myself
a pretty little house in the shires and a nice respectable practice somewhere quiet but wealthy:
Bognor, Hastings, Scarborough possibly. The salt air pleases me, you see, and I do like a
promenade.”Brownlee seriously doubts whether the good widows of Scarborough, Bognor, or
Hastings would really wish to have their ailments attended to by a short-arse hopalong from



beyond the Pale, but he leaves that particular opinion unexpressed.“So what are you doing
sitting here with me,” he asks instead, “on a Greenland whaling ship? A famous Irish landowner
like yourself, I mean?”Sumner smiles at the sarcasm, scratches his nose, lets it go.“There are
legal complications with the estate. Mysterious cousins have appeared out of the woodwork,
counterclaimants.”Brownlee sighs sympathetically.“Ain’t it always the way,” he says.“I’ve been
told that the case could take a year to be resolved, and until then I have nothing much to do with
myself and no money to do it with. I was passing through Liverpool on my way back from the
lawyers in Dublin when I ran into your Mr. Baxter in the bar of the Adelphi Hotel. We got to talking
and when he learned I was an ex–army surgeon in need of gainful employment he put two and
two together and made a four.”“He’s a fierce sharp operator, that Baxter,” Brownlee says, with a
twinkle in his eye. “I don’t trust the bastard myself. I do believe he has some portion of Hebrew
blood running in his withered veins.”“I was happy enough with the terms he offered. I’m not
expecting the whaling will make me rich, Captain, but it will keep me occupied at least while the
cogs of justice turn.”Brownlee sniffs.“Oh, we’ll make use of you one way or another,” he says.
“There is always work for those that are willing.”Sumner nods, finishes off his brandy, and places
the glass back down on the table with a small clack. The oil lamp depending from the dark wood
ceiling remains unlit, but the shadows in the corners of the cabin are deepening and spreading
as the light outside begins to fail and the sun slides out of sight behind an iron and redbrick
commotion of chimneys and roofs.“I’m at your service, sir,” Sumner says.Brownlee wonders for a
moment exactly what this means but then decides it means nothing at all. Baxter is not a man to
give secrets away. If he has chosen Sumner for a reason (besides the obvious ones: cheapness
and availability), it is probably only that the Irishman is easygoing and pliable and clearly has his
mind on other things.“As a rule there is not much doctoring to be done on a whaler, I find. When
the men get sick they either get well again on their own or else they turn in on themselves and die
—that is my experience at least. The potions don’t make a great deal of difference.”Sumner
raises his eyebrows but appears unconcerned by this casual disparagement of his profession.“I
should examine the medicine chest,” he says, without much enthusiasm. “There may be some
items I need to add or replace before we sail.”“The chest is stowed in your cabin. There is a
chemist’s shop on Clifford Street besides the Freemason’s Hall. Get whatever you need and tell
them to send the bill to Mr. Baxter.”Both men rise from the table. Sumner extends his hand and
Brownlee briefly shakes it. Each man for a moment peers at the other one as if hoping for an
answer to some secret question they are too alarmed or wary to ask out loud.“Baxter won’t like
that much, I imagine,” Sumner says at last.“Bugger Baxter,” Brownlee says.* * *Half an hour
later, Sumner sits hunched over on his bunk and tongues his pencil stub. His cabin has the
dimensions of an infant’s mausoleum, and smells, already, before the voyage has even begun,
sour and faintly fecal. He peers skeptically into the medicine chest and begins to make his
shopping list: hartshorn, he writes, Glauber’s salt, Spirit of Squills. Every now and then he
unstoppers one of the bottles and sniffs the dried-up innards. Half the things in there he has
never heard of: Tragacanth? Guaiacum? London Spirit? It’s no wonder Brownlee thinks the



“potions” don’t work: most of this stuff is fucking Shakespearean. Was the previous surgeon
some kind of Druid? Laudanum, he writes by the eggish light of a blubber lamp, absinthe, opium
pills, mercury. Will there be much gonorrhea amongst a whaling crew? he wonders. Possibly not,
since whores in the Arctic Circle are likely to be thin on the ground. Judging by the amount of
Epsom salts and castor oil already in the chest, however, constipation will be a sizable problem.
The lancets, he notices, are uniformly ancient, rusty, and blunt. He will have to have them
sharpened before he begins any bleeding. It is probably a good thing he has brought his own
scalpels and a newish bone saw.After a while, he closes the medicine chest and pushes it back
beneath the bunk, where it rests beside the battered tin trunk that he has carried with him all the
way from India. Out of habit, automatically, and without looking down, Sumner rattles the trunk’s
padlock and pats his waistcoat pocket to check he still has the key. Reassured, he stands,
leaves the cabin, and makes his way along the narrow companionway and up onto the ship’s
deck. There is a smell of varnish and wood shavings and pipe smoke. Barrels of beef and
bundles of staves are being loaded into the forehold on ropes, someone is hammering nails into
the galley roof, there are several men up in the rigging swinging pots of tar. A lurcher scuffles by,
then stops abruptly to lick itself. Sumner pauses beside the mizzenmast and scans the quayside.
There is no one there he recognizes. The world is enormous, he tells himself, and he is a tiny,
unmemorable speck within it, easily lost and forgotten. This thought, which would not normally
be pleasing to anyone, pleases him now. His plan is to dissolve, to dissipate, and only
afterwards, some time later, to re-form. He walks down the gangplank and finds his way to the
chemist’s shop on Clifford Street, where he hands over his list. The chemist, who is bald and
sallow and missing several teeth, examines the list, then looks up at him.“That’s not right,” he
says. “Not for a whaling voyage. It’s too much.”“Baxter’s paying for everything. You can send him
the bill directly.”“Has Baxter seen this list?”Inside the shop, it is gloomy and the brownish air is
sulfurous and thick with liniment. The bald man’s finger ends are stained a glaring chemical
orange and his nails are curved and horny; below his rolled-up shirtsleeves Sumner sees the
blue fringes of an old tattoo.“You think I’d trouble Baxter with shit like that?” Sumner says.“He’ll
be troubled when he sees this fucking bill. I know Baxter and he’s a tight-fisted cunt.”“Just fill the
order,” Sumner says.The man shakes his head and rubs his hands across his mottled apron.“I
can’t give you all that,” he says, pointing down at the paper on the countertop. “Or that either. If I
do, I won’t get paid for it. I’ll give you the regular allowances of both and that’s all.”Sumner leans
forwards. His belly presses up against the burnished countertop.“I’m just back from the colonies,”
he explains, “from Delhi.”The bald man shrugs at this intelligence, then sticks his forefinger in his
right ear and twists it noisily.“You know I can sell you a nice piece of birch wood for that limp,” he
says. “Ivory handle, whale tooth, whichever you prefer.”Without answering him, Sumner steps
away from the counter and commences gazing around the shop as though he suddenly has a
good deal of time on his hands and nothing much to fill it with. The sidewalls are crammed with
all manner of flasks, bottles, and tantali filled with liquids, unguents, and powders. Behind the
counter is a large yellowing mirror reflecting the hairless verso of the bald man’s pate. To one



side of the mirror is an array of square wooden drawers, each with a nameplate and a single
brass knob in its center, and to the other is a row of shelves supporting a tableau of stuffed
animals arranged in a series of melodramatic and martial poses. There is a barn owl poised in
the act of devouring a field mouse, a badger at perpetual war with a ferret, a Laocoonian gibbon
being strangled by a garter snake.“Did you do all those yourself?” Sumner asks him.The man
waits a moment, then nods.“I’m the best taxidermist in town,” he says. “You can ask anyone.”“And
what’s the biggest beast you’ve ever stuffed? The very biggest, I mean. Tell me the truth
now.”“I’ve done a walrus,” the bald man says casually. “I’ve done a polar bear. They bring them in
off the Greenland ships.”“You’ve stuffed a polar bear?” Sumner says.“I have.”“A fucking bear,”
Sumner says again, smiling now. “Now that’s something I would like to see.”“I had him standing
up on his hindmost legs,” the bald man says, “with his vicious claws raking the frigid air like this.”
He reaches his orangey hands up into the air and arranges his face into a frozen growl. “I did it
for Firbank, the rich bugger who lives in that big house on Charlotte Street. I believe he still has it
in his grand entrance hall, next to his whale tooth hat stand.”“And would you ever stuff an actual
whale?” Sumner asks.The bald man shakes his head and laughs at the idea.“The whale can’t be
stuffed,” he says. “Apart from the size, which makes it impossible, they putrefy too quick. And
besides, what would any sane man want with a stuffed bloody whale anyway?”Sumner nods and
smiles again. The bald man chuckles at the thought.“I’ve done lots of pike,” he continues vainly.
“I’ve done otters aplenty. Someone brought me a platy-puss once.”“What do you say we change
the names?” Sumner says. “On the bill? Call it absinthe. Call it calomel if you want to.”“We
already have calomel on the list.”“Absinthe then, let’s call it absinthe.”“We could call it blue vitriol,”
the man suggests. “Some surgeons take a good amount of that stuff.”“Call it blue vitriol then, and
call the other absinthe.”The man nods once and does a rapid calculation in his head.“A bottle of
absinthe,” he says, “and three ounces of vitriol will about cover it.” He turns around and starts
opening up drawers and picking flasks off the shelves. Sumner leans against the countertop and
watches him at his work—weighing, sifting, grinding, stoppering.“Have you ever shipped out
yourself?” Sumner asks him. “For the whaling?”The chemist shakes his head without looking up
from his work.“The Greenland trade is a dangerous one,” he says. “I prefer to stay at home,
where it’s warm and dry and the risk of violent death is much reduced.”“You are a sensible fellow,
then.”“I am cautious, that’s all. I’ve seen a thing or two.”“You’re a fortunate man, I would say,”
Sumner answers, gazing round the grimy shop again. “Fortunate to have so much to lose.”The
man glances up to check if he is being mocked, but Sumner’s expression is all sincerity.“It is not
so much,” he says, “compared to some.”“It is something.”The chemist nods, secures the
package with a length of twine, and pushes it across the counter.“The Volunteer is a good old
bark,” he says. “It knows its way around the ice fields.”“And what of Brownlee? I hear he’s
unlucky.”“Baxter trusts him.”“Indeed,” Sumner says, picking up the package, tucking it under one
arm, then leaning down to sign the receipt. “And what do we think of Mr. Baxter?”“We think he’s
rich,” the chemist answers, “and round these parts a man don’t generally get rich by being
stupid.”Sumner smiles and curtly nods farewell.“Amen to that,” he says.* * *It has started to



rain, and above the residual smell of horse dung and butchery there is a fresh and clement tang
to the air. Instead of returning to the Volunteer, Sumner turns to the left and finds a tavern
instead. He asks for rum and takes his glass into a scruffy side room with a fireless grate and an
unpleasing view into the adjoining courtyard. There is no one else sitting in there. He unties the
chemist’s package, takes out one of the bottles, and dispenses half of it into his glass. The dark
rum darkens further. Sumner inhales, closes his eyes, and downs the concoction in one long
gulp.Perhaps he is free, he thinks, as he sits there and waits for the drug to have its effect.
Perhaps that is the best way to understand his present state. After all that has beset him:
betrayal, humiliation, poverty, disgrace; the death of his parents from typhus; the death of William
Harper from the drink; the many efforts misdirected or abandoned; the many chances lost and
plans gone awry. After all of that, all of it, he is still alive at least. The worst has happened—
hasn’t it?—yet he is still intact, still warm, still breathing. He is nothing now, admittedly (a
surgeon on a Yorkshire whaling ship—what kind of reward is that for his long labors?), but to be
nothing is also, looked at from a different angle, to be anything at all. Is that not the case? Not
lost then, but at liberty? Free? And this fear he currently feels, this feeling of perpetual
uncertainty, that must be—he decides—just a surprising symptom of his current unbounded
state.Sumner feels a moment of great relief at this conclusion, so clear and sensible, so easily
and quickly reached, but then almost immediately, almost before he has a chance to enjoy the
new sensation, it strikes him that it is a very empty kind of freedom he is enjoying—it is the
freedom of a vagrant or a beast. If he is free, in his current condition, then this wooden table in
front of him is also free, and so is this empty glass. And what does free even mean? Such words
are paper-thin, they crumble and tear under the slightest pressure. Only actions count, he thinks
for the ten-thousandth time, only events. All the rest is vapor, fog. He takes another drink and
licks his lips. It is a grave mistake to think too much, he reminds himself, a grave mistake. Life will
not be puzzled out, or blathered into submission; it must be lived through, survived, in whatever
fashion a man can manage.Sumner leans his head back against the whitewashed wall and
peers vaguely in the direction of the doorway opposite. He can see the landlord over yonder,
behind the bar, hear the clink of pewter and the clatter of a trapdoor closing. He feels, rising
inside his chest, another warm swell of clarity and ease. It is the body, he thinks, not the mind. It
is the blood, the chemistry that counts. In a few more minutes he is feeling much better about
himself and about the world. Captain Brownlee, he thinks, is a fine man, and Baxter is fine also,
in his way. They are dutiful men both of them. They believe in act and consequence, capture and
reward, in the simple geometry of cause and effect. And who is to say they are wrong? He looks
down at his empty glass and wonders about the wisdom of requesting another. Standing
shouldn’t be a problem, he thinks, but talking? His tongue feels flat and foreign, he’s not sure, if
he tried to speak, what might actually come out—what language exactly? what noises? The
landlord, as if sensing his dilemma, glances in his direction and Sumner hails him with the empty
glass.“Right you are,” the landlord says.Sumner smiles at the simple elegance of this exchange—
the need sensed, the satisfaction offered. The landlord enters the side room with a half-full bottle



of rum and tops him up. Sumner nods in thanks, and all is well.It is dark outside now, and the rain
has ceased. The courtyard glows yellow with a vague, gaseous light. There are women’s voices
in the next room laughing loudly. How long have I been sitting here? Sumner wonders suddenly.
An hour? Two? He finishes his drink, reties the chemist’s package, and stands up. The room
seems much smaller than when he first came in. There is still no fire in the grate, but someone
has placed an oil lamp on a stool near the door. He walks carefully into the next room, peers
around for a moment, tips his hat to the ladies, and regains the street.The night sky is crammed
with stars—the grand zodiacal sprawl and in between the densely speckled glow of unnameable
others. The starry sky above me and the moral law within. He remembers, as he walks, the
dissection hall in Belfast, watching that foul old blasphemer Slattery slice happily into a cadaver.
“No sign of this chap’s immortal soul as yet, young gentlemen,” he would joke, as he delved and
tugged, pulling out intestines like a conjurer pulls flags, “nor of his exquisite reasoning faculties,
but I’ll keep on looking.” He recalls the jars of sectioned brains, floating helplessly, pointlessly,
like pickled cauliflowers, their spongy hemispheres emptied entirely of thought or desire. The
redundancy of flesh, he thinks, the helplessness of meat, how can we conjure spirit from a
bone? Yet this street looks lovely despite all that: the way the dampened bricks glow reddish in
the moonlight, the echoing clack of leather boot heels on stone, the curve and stretch of
broadcloth across a man’s back, of flannel across a woman’s hips. The whirl and caw of the
gulls, the creak of cartwheels, laughter, cursing, all of it, the crude harmonics of the night,
coming together, like a primitive symphony. After opium, this is what he likes best: these smells,
sounds, and visions, the crush and clamor of their temporary beauty. Everywhere a sudden
alertness that the ordinary world lacks, a sudden thrust and vigor.He wanders through squares
and alleyways, past courtyard hovels and the houses of the rich. He has no idea which way is
north or in what direction the dock now lies, but eventually, somehow, he knows he will sniff his
way back there. He has learned to stop thinking at such times and trust his instinct. Why Hull, for
instance? Why fucking whaling? It makes no sense, and that is its great genius. The illogic of it,
the near idiocy. Cleverness, he thinks, will get you nowhere; it is only the stupid, the brilliantly
stupid, who will inherit the earth. Entering the public square, he encounters a legless and
tatterdemalion beggar man whistling “Nancy Dawson” and knuckling his way along the darkened
pavement. The two men pause to talk.“Which way to the Queen’s Dock?” Sumner asks, and the
legless beggar points across with his filth-caked fist.“Over there,” he says. “Which ship?”“The
Volunteer.”The beggar, whose face is riddled with smallpox scars and whose truncated body
halts abruptly just below the groin, shakes his head and giggles wheezily.“If you chose to ship
with Brownlee, you fucked yourself up the arse,” he says. “Right royally.”Sumner thinks about this
for a moment, then shakes his head.“Brownlee will do,” he says.“He will do if you want things
fucked up,” the beggar answers. “He will do if you want to come home fucking penniless or not
come home at all. He’ll do for all that, I agree with you there. You heard about the Percival? You
must have heard about the fucking Percival?”The beggar is wearing a grimy and shapeless tam-
o’-shanter patchworked from the broken remnants of numerous pieces of older and finer



headgear.“I was in India,” Sumner says.“Ask anyone around here about the Percival,” the beggar
says. “Just say the word Percival and see what comes back.”“So tell me then,” Sumner says.The
beggar pauses a moment before beginning, as if to better measure the hilarious breadth of
Sumner’s naivety.“Crushed to matchwood by a berg,” he says. “Three years ago now. Its holds
were filled up with blubber at the time and they didn’t rescue even one single barrel of it. Not a
scrap. Eight men drownded and ten more perished of the cold, and none of those that lived
made even sixpunce.”“Sounds like a misfortune. It could happen to anyone.”“It happened to
Brownlee though, no one else. And a captain that fucking unfortunate doesn’t often get another
ship.”“Baxter must trust him.”“Baxter’s fucking deep. That’s all I’ll say about fucking Baxter. Deep
is what Baxter is.”Sumner shrugs and looks up at the moon.“What happened to your legs?” he
asks.The beggar looks down and frowns as though surprised to find them gone.“You ask
Captain Brownlee about that one,” he says. “You tell him Ort Caper sent you. You tell him we was
counting up my legs together one fine evening and there seemed to be a couple of ’em missing.
See what he says about that one.”“Why would I ask him that?”“Because you wouldn’t hardly
believe the truth of it coming from a man like me, you’d likely write it off as the ravings of a loon,
but Brownlee knows the bloody truth of it as well as me. You ask him what happened on the
Percival. Tell him Ort Caper sends his best regards. See what that does to his digestion.”Sumner
takes a coin from his pocket and drops it into the beggar’s outstretched hand.“Ort Caper’s the
name,” the beggar shouts after him. “Ask Brownlee what happened to my fucking legs.”* *
*Farther on, he begins to smell the Queen’s Dock—its sour, bathetic pong, like meat about to
turn. In the gaps between warehouses, between the piled-up planking of timber yards, he can
see the tin-cut silhouetted line of whaling ships and sloops. It is past midnight now and the
streets are quieter—some muted sounds of drinking from the dockside taverns, the Penny Bank,
the Seaman’s Molly, now and then the noise of an empty hackney carriage or the grumble of a
dustcart. The stars have swiveled, the swollen moon is half-hidden behind a bank of nickel-
plated cloud; Sumner can see the Volunteer, broad-waisted, dark and thick with rigging, a little
farther down the dock. There is no one walking about the deck, at least no one he can see, so
the loading must be complete. They are only waiting for the tide now, and for the steam tug to
pull them out into the Humber.His mind moves to the northern ice fields, and the great wonders
he will no doubt see there—the unicorn and sea leopard, the walrus and the albatross, the Arctic
petrel and the polar bear. He thinks about the great right whales lying bunched in pods like
leaden storm clouds beneath the silent sheets of ice. He will make charcoal sketches of them all,
he decides, paint watercolor landscapes, keep a journal possibly. And why not? He will have
plenty of time on his hands, Brownlee made that plain enough. He will read widely (he has
brought his dog-eared Homer); he will practice his disused Greek. Why the fuck not? He will
have precious little else to do—doling out purgatives now and then, occasionally certifying the
dead, but apart from that it will be a kind of holiday. Baxter implied as much anyway. Implied that
the surgeon’s job on a whaler was a legal nicety, a requirement to be met, but in practice there
was bugger all to do—hence the risible wages, of course. So, yes, he thinks, he will read and



write, he will sleep, he will make conversation with the captain when called upon. By and large it
will be an easeful, perhaps a mildly tedious, sort of time, but God knows that is what he needs
after the madness of India: the filthy heat, the barbarity, the stench. Whatever the Greenland
whaling is like, he thinks, it will surely not be anything like that.CHAPTER TWOBrownlee
considers himself, after thirty years pacing the quarterdeck, to be a fair judge of the human
character, but this new fellow Sumner, this Paddy surgeon fresh from the riotous Punjab, is a
complex case indeed. He is short and narrow-featured, his expression is displeasingly quizzical,
he has an unfortunate limp and speaks some barbarously twisted bogland version of the English
language; yet, despite these obvious and manifold disadvantages, Brownlee senses that he will
do. There is something in the young man’s very awkwardness and indifference, his capacity and
willingness not to please, that Brownlee, perhaps because it reminds him of himself at a younger
and more carefree stage of life, finds oddly appealing.“So what’s the story with the leg?”
Brownlee asks, waggling his own ankle by way of encouragement. They are sitting in the
captain’s cabin on the Volunteer drinking brandy and reviewing the voyage to come.“Sepoy
musket ball,” Sumner explains. “My shinbone bore the brunt.”“In Delhi this is? After the
siege?”Sumner nods.“First day of the assault, near the Cashmere Gate.”Brownlee rolls his eyes
and whistles low in appreciation.“Did you see Nicholson killed?”“No, but I saw his body
afterwards when he was dead. Up on the ridge.”“An extraordinary man, Nicholson. A great hero.
They do say the niggers worshipped him like a god.”Sumner shrugs.“He had a Pashtun
bodyguard. Enormous sod named Khan. Slept outside his tent to protect him. The rumor was the
two of them were sweethearts.”Brownlee shakes his head and smiles. He has read all about
John Nicholson in the Times of London: the way he marched his men through the most savage
heat without ever once breaking sweat or asking for water, about the time he sliced a mutinous
sepoy clean in two with one blow of his mighty sword. Without men like Nicholson—unyielding,
severe, vicious when necessary—Brownlee believes the empire would have been lost entirely
long ago. And without the empire who would buy the oil, who would buy the
whalebone?“Jealousy,” he says. “Bitterness only. Nicholson’s a great hero, a little bit savage
sometimes from what I heard, but what do you expect?”“I saw him hang a man just for smiling at
him, and the poor bugger wasn’t even smiling.”“Lines must be drawn, Sumner,” he says.
“Civilized standards must be maintained. We must meet fire with fire sometimes. The niggers
killed women and children after all, raped them, slashed their tiny throats. A thing like that
requires righteous vengeance.”Sumner nods and glances briefly downwards at his black
trousers grown gray at the kneepiece, and his unpolished ankle boots. Brownlee wonders
whether his new surgeon is a cynic or a sentimentalist, or (is it even possible?) a little bit of
both.“Oh, there was a good deal of that going on,” Sumner says, turning back to him with a grin,
“a good deal of the righteous vengeance. Yes indeed.”“So why did you leave India?” Brownlee
asks, shifting about a little on the upholstered bench. “Why quit the Sixty-First? It wasn’t the
leg?”“Not the leg, God no. They loved the leg.”“Then what?”“I had a windfall. Six months ago my
uncle Donal died suddenly and left me his dairy farm over in Mayo—fifty acres, cows, a



creamery. It’s worth a thousand guineas at least, more probably, enough, for sure, to buy myself
a pretty little house in the shires and a nice respectable practice somewhere quiet but wealthy:
Bognor, Hastings, Scarborough possibly. The salt air pleases me, you see, and I do like a
promenade.”Brownlee seriously doubts whether the good widows of Scarborough, Bognor, or
Hastings would really wish to have their ailments attended to by a short-arse hopalong from
beyond the Pale, but he leaves that particular opinion unexpressed.“So what are you doing
sitting here with me,” he asks instead, “on a Greenland whaling ship? A famous Irish landowner
like yourself, I mean?”Sumner smiles at the sarcasm, scratches his nose, lets it go.“There are
legal complications with the estate. Mysterious cousins have appeared out of the woodwork,
counterclaimants.”Brownlee sighs sympathetically.“Ain’t it always the way,” he says.“I’ve been
told that the case could take a year to be resolved, and until then I have nothing much to do with
myself and no money to do it with. I was passing through Liverpool on my way back from the
lawyers in Dublin when I ran into your Mr. Baxter in the bar of the Adelphi Hotel. We got to talking
and when he learned I was an ex–army surgeon in need of gainful employment he put two and
two together and made a four.”“He’s a fierce sharp operator, that Baxter,” Brownlee says, with a
twinkle in his eye. “I don’t trust the bastard myself. I do believe he has some portion of Hebrew
blood running in his withered veins.”“I was happy enough with the terms he offered. I’m not
expecting the whaling will make me rich, Captain, but it will keep me occupied at least while the
cogs of justice turn.”Brownlee sniffs.“Oh, we’ll make use of you one way or another,” he says.
“There is always work for those that are willing.”Sumner nods, finishes off his brandy, and places
the glass back down on the table with a small clack. The oil lamp depending from the dark wood
ceiling remains unlit, but the shadows in the corners of the cabin are deepening and spreading
as the light outside begins to fail and the sun slides out of sight behind an iron and redbrick
commotion of chimneys and roofs.“I’m at your service, sir,” Sumner says.Brownlee wonders for a
moment exactly what this means but then decides it means nothing at all. Baxter is not a man to
give secrets away. If he has chosen Sumner for a reason (besides the obvious ones: cheapness
and availability), it is probably only that the Irishman is easygoing and pliable and clearly has his
mind on other things.“As a rule there is not much doctoring to be done on a whaler, I find. When
the men get sick they either get well again on their own or else they turn in on themselves and die
—that is my experience at least. The potions don’t make a great deal of difference.”Sumner
raises his eyebrows but appears unconcerned by this casual disparagement of his profession.“I
should examine the medicine chest,” he says, without much enthusiasm. “There may be some
items I need to add or replace before we sail.”“The chest is stowed in your cabin. There is a
chemist’s shop on Clifford Street besides the Freemason’s Hall. Get whatever you need and tell
them to send the bill to Mr. Baxter.”Both men rise from the table. Sumner extends his hand and
Brownlee briefly shakes it. Each man for a moment peers at the other one as if hoping for an
answer to some secret question they are too alarmed or wary to ask out loud.“Baxter won’t like
that much, I imagine,” Sumner says at last.“Bugger Baxter,” Brownlee says.* * *Half an hour
later, Sumner sits hunched over on his bunk and tongues his pencil stub. His cabin has the



dimensions of an infant’s mausoleum, and smells, already, before the voyage has even begun,
sour and faintly fecal. He peers skeptically into the medicine chest and begins to make his
shopping list: hartshorn, he writes, Glauber’s salt, Spirit of Squills. Every now and then he
unstoppers one of the bottles and sniffs the dried-up innards. Half the things in there he has
never heard of: Tragacanth? Guaiacum? London Spirit? It’s no wonder Brownlee thinks the
“potions” don’t work: most of this stuff is fucking Shakespearean. Was the previous surgeon
some kind of Druid? Laudanum, he writes by the eggish light of a blubber lamp, absinthe, opium
pills, mercury. Will there be much gonorrhea amongst a whaling crew? he wonders. Possibly not,
since whores in the Arctic Circle are likely to be thin on the ground. Judging by the amount of
Epsom salts and castor oil already in the chest, however, constipation will be a sizable problem.
The lancets, he notices, are uniformly ancient, rusty, and blunt. He will have to have them
sharpened before he begins any bleeding. It is probably a good thing he has brought his own
scalpels and a newish bone saw.After a while, he closes the medicine chest and pushes it back
beneath the bunk, where it rests beside the battered tin trunk that he has carried with him all the
way from India. Out of habit, automatically, and without looking down, Sumner rattles the trunk’s
padlock and pats his waistcoat pocket to check he still has the key. Reassured, he stands,
leaves the cabin, and makes his way along the narrow companionway and up onto the ship’s
deck. There is a smell of varnish and wood shavings and pipe smoke. Barrels of beef and
bundles of staves are being loaded into the forehold on ropes, someone is hammering nails into
the galley roof, there are several men up in the rigging swinging pots of tar. A lurcher scuffles by,
then stops abruptly to lick itself. Sumner pauses beside the mizzenmast and scans the quayside.
There is no one there he recognizes. The world is enormous, he tells himself, and he is a tiny,
unmemorable speck within it, easily lost and forgotten. This thought, which would not normally
be pleasing to anyone, pleases him now. His plan is to dissolve, to dissipate, and only
afterwards, some time later, to re-form. He walks down the gangplank and finds his way to the
chemist’s shop on Clifford Street, where he hands over his list. The chemist, who is bald and
sallow and missing several teeth, examines the list, then looks up at him.“That’s not right,” he
says. “Not for a whaling voyage. It’s too much.”“Baxter’s paying for everything. You can send him
the bill directly.”“Has Baxter seen this list?”Inside the shop, it is gloomy and the brownish air is
sulfurous and thick with liniment. The bald man’s finger ends are stained a glaring chemical
orange and his nails are curved and horny; below his rolled-up shirtsleeves Sumner sees the
blue fringes of an old tattoo.“You think I’d trouble Baxter with shit like that?” Sumner says.“He’ll
be troubled when he sees this fucking bill. I know Baxter and he’s a tight-fisted cunt.”“Just fill the
order,” Sumner says.The man shakes his head and rubs his hands across his mottled apron.“I
can’t give you all that,” he says, pointing down at the paper on the countertop. “Or that either. If I
do, I won’t get paid for it. I’ll give you the regular allowances of both and that’s all.”Sumner leans
forwards. His belly presses up against the burnished countertop.“I’m just back from the colonies,”
he explains, “from Delhi.”The bald man shrugs at this intelligence, then sticks his forefinger in his
right ear and twists it noisily.“You know I can sell you a nice piece of birch wood for that limp,” he



says. “Ivory handle, whale tooth, whichever you prefer.”Without answering him, Sumner steps
away from the counter and commences gazing around the shop as though he suddenly has a
good deal of time on his hands and nothing much to fill it with. The sidewalls are crammed with
all manner of flasks, bottles, and tantali filled with liquids, unguents, and powders. Behind the
counter is a large yellowing mirror reflecting the hairless verso of the bald man’s pate. To one
side of the mirror is an array of square wooden drawers, each with a nameplate and a single
brass knob in its center, and to the other is a row of shelves supporting a tableau of stuffed
animals arranged in a series of melodramatic and martial poses. There is a barn owl poised in
the act of devouring a field mouse, a badger at perpetual war with a ferret, a Laocoonian gibbon
being strangled by a garter snake.“Did you do all those yourself?” Sumner asks him.The man
waits a moment, then nods.“I’m the best taxidermist in town,” he says. “You can ask anyone.”“And
what’s the biggest beast you’ve ever stuffed? The very biggest, I mean. Tell me the truth
now.”“I’ve done a walrus,” the bald man says casually. “I’ve done a polar bear. They bring them in
off the Greenland ships.”“You’ve stuffed a polar bear?” Sumner says.“I have.”“A fucking bear,”
Sumner says again, smiling now. “Now that’s something I would like to see.”“I had him standing
up on his hindmost legs,” the bald man says, “with his vicious claws raking the frigid air like this.”
He reaches his orangey hands up into the air and arranges his face into a frozen growl. “I did it
for Firbank, the rich bugger who lives in that big house on Charlotte Street. I believe he still has it
in his grand entrance hall, next to his whale tooth hat stand.”“And would you ever stuff an actual
whale?” Sumner asks.The bald man shakes his head and laughs at the idea.“The whale can’t be
stuffed,” he says. “Apart from the size, which makes it impossible, they putrefy too quick. And
besides, what would any sane man want with a stuffed bloody whale anyway?”Sumner nods and
smiles again. The bald man chuckles at the thought.“I’ve done lots of pike,” he continues vainly.
“I’ve done otters aplenty. Someone brought me a platy-puss once.”“What do you say we change
the names?” Sumner says. “On the bill? Call it absinthe. Call it calomel if you want to.”“We
already have calomel on the list.”“Absinthe then, let’s call it absinthe.”“We could call it blue vitriol,”
the man suggests. “Some surgeons take a good amount of that stuff.”“Call it blue vitriol then, and
call the other absinthe.”The man nods once and does a rapid calculation in his head.“A bottle of
absinthe,” he says, “and three ounces of vitriol will about cover it.” He turns around and starts
opening up drawers and picking flasks off the shelves. Sumner leans against the countertop and
watches him at his work—weighing, sifting, grinding, stoppering.“Have you ever shipped out
yourself?” Sumner asks him. “For the whaling?”The chemist shakes his head without looking up
from his work.“The Greenland trade is a dangerous one,” he says. “I prefer to stay at home,
where it’s warm and dry and the risk of violent death is much reduced.”“You are a sensible fellow,
then.”“I am cautious, that’s all. I’ve seen a thing or two.”“You’re a fortunate man, I would say,”
Sumner answers, gazing round the grimy shop again. “Fortunate to have so much to lose.”The
man glances up to check if he is being mocked, but Sumner’s expression is all sincerity.“It is not
so much,” he says, “compared to some.”“It is something.”The chemist nods, secures the
package with a length of twine, and pushes it across the counter.“The Volunteer is a good old



bark,” he says. “It knows its way around the ice fields.”“And what of Brownlee? I hear he’s
unlucky.”“Baxter trusts him.”“Indeed,” Sumner says, picking up the package, tucking it under one
arm, then leaning down to sign the receipt. “And what do we think of Mr. Baxter?”“We think he’s
rich,” the chemist answers, “and round these parts a man don’t generally get rich by being
stupid.”Sumner smiles and curtly nods farewell.“Amen to that,” he says.* * *It has started to
rain, and above the residual smell of horse dung and butchery there is a fresh and clement tang
to the air. Instead of returning to the Volunteer, Sumner turns to the left and finds a tavern
instead. He asks for rum and takes his glass into a scruffy side room with a fireless grate and an
unpleasing view into the adjoining courtyard. There is no one else sitting in there. He unties the
chemist’s package, takes out one of the bottles, and dispenses half of it into his glass. The dark
rum darkens further. Sumner inhales, closes his eyes, and downs the concoction in one long
gulp.Perhaps he is free, he thinks, as he sits there and waits for the drug to have its effect.
Perhaps that is the best way to understand his present state. After all that has beset him:
betrayal, humiliation, poverty, disgrace; the death of his parents from typhus; the death of William
Harper from the drink; the many efforts misdirected or abandoned; the many chances lost and
plans gone awry. After all of that, all of it, he is still alive at least. The worst has happened—
hasn’t it?—yet he is still intact, still warm, still breathing. He is nothing now, admittedly (a
surgeon on a Yorkshire whaling ship—what kind of reward is that for his long labors?), but to be
nothing is also, looked at from a different angle, to be anything at all. Is that not the case? Not
lost then, but at liberty? Free? And this fear he currently feels, this feeling of perpetual
uncertainty, that must be—he decides—just a surprising symptom of his current unbounded
state.Sumner feels a moment of great relief at this conclusion, so clear and sensible, so easily
and quickly reached, but then almost immediately, almost before he has a chance to enjoy the
new sensation, it strikes him that it is a very empty kind of freedom he is enjoying—it is the
freedom of a vagrant or a beast. If he is free, in his current condition, then this wooden table in
front of him is also free, and so is this empty glass. And what does free even mean? Such words
are paper-thin, they crumble and tear under the slightest pressure. Only actions count, he thinks
for the ten-thousandth time, only events. All the rest is vapor, fog. He takes another drink and
licks his lips. It is a grave mistake to think too much, he reminds himself, a grave mistake. Life will
not be puzzled out, or blathered into submission; it must be lived through, survived, in whatever
fashion a man can manage.Sumner leans his head back against the whitewashed wall and
peers vaguely in the direction of the doorway opposite. He can see the landlord over yonder,
behind the bar, hear the clink of pewter and the clatter of a trapdoor closing. He feels, rising
inside his chest, another warm swell of clarity and ease. It is the body, he thinks, not the mind. It
is the blood, the chemistry that counts. In a few more minutes he is feeling much better about
himself and about the world. Captain Brownlee, he thinks, is a fine man, and Baxter is fine also,
in his way. They are dutiful men both of them. They believe in act and consequence, capture and
reward, in the simple geometry of cause and effect. And who is to say they are wrong? He looks
down at his empty glass and wonders about the wisdom of requesting another. Standing



shouldn’t be a problem, he thinks, but talking? His tongue feels flat and foreign, he’s not sure, if
he tried to speak, what might actually come out—what language exactly? what noises? The
landlord, as if sensing his dilemma, glances in his direction and Sumner hails him with the empty
glass.“Right you are,” the landlord says.Sumner smiles at the simple elegance of this exchange—
the need sensed, the satisfaction offered. The landlord enters the side room with a half-full bottle
of rum and tops him up. Sumner nods in thanks, and all is well.It is dark outside now, and the rain
has ceased. The courtyard glows yellow with a vague, gaseous light. There are women’s voices
in the next room laughing loudly. How long have I been sitting here? Sumner wonders suddenly.
An hour? Two? He finishes his drink, reties the chemist’s package, and stands up. The room
seems much smaller than when he first came in. There is still no fire in the grate, but someone
has placed an oil lamp on a stool near the door. He walks carefully into the next room, peers
around for a moment, tips his hat to the ladies, and regains the street.The night sky is crammed
with stars—the grand zodiacal sprawl and in between the densely speckled glow of unnameable
others. The starry sky above me and the moral law within. He remembers, as he walks, the
dissection hall in Belfast, watching that foul old blasphemer Slattery slice happily into a cadaver.
“No sign of this chap’s immortal soul as yet, young gentlemen,” he would joke, as he delved and
tugged, pulling out intestines like a conjurer pulls flags, “nor of his exquisite reasoning faculties,
but I’ll keep on looking.” He recalls the jars of sectioned brains, floating helplessly, pointlessly,
like pickled cauliflowers, their spongy hemispheres emptied entirely of thought or desire. The
redundancy of flesh, he thinks, the helplessness of meat, how can we conjure spirit from a
bone? Yet this street looks lovely despite all that: the way the dampened bricks glow reddish in
the moonlight, the echoing clack of leather boot heels on stone, the curve and stretch of
broadcloth across a man’s back, of flannel across a woman’s hips. The whirl and caw of the
gulls, the creak of cartwheels, laughter, cursing, all of it, the crude harmonics of the night,
coming together, like a primitive symphony. After opium, this is what he likes best: these smells,
sounds, and visions, the crush and clamor of their temporary beauty. Everywhere a sudden
alertness that the ordinary world lacks, a sudden thrust and vigor.He wanders through squares
and alleyways, past courtyard hovels and the houses of the rich. He has no idea which way is
north or in what direction the dock now lies, but eventually, somehow, he knows he will sniff his
way back there. He has learned to stop thinking at such times and trust his instinct. Why Hull, for
instance? Why fucking whaling? It makes no sense, and that is its great genius. The illogic of it,
the near idiocy. Cleverness, he thinks, will get you nowhere; it is only the stupid, the brilliantly
stupid, who will inherit the earth. Entering the public square, he encounters a legless and
tatterdemalion beggar man whistling “Nancy Dawson” and knuckling his way along the darkened
pavement. The two men pause to talk.“Which way to the Queen’s Dock?” Sumner asks, and the
legless beggar points across with his filth-caked fist.“Over there,” he says. “Which ship?”“The
Volunteer.”The beggar, whose face is riddled with smallpox scars and whose truncated body
halts abruptly just below the groin, shakes his head and giggles wheezily.“If you chose to ship
with Brownlee, you fucked yourself up the arse,” he says. “Right royally.”Sumner thinks about this



for a moment, then shakes his head.“Brownlee will do,” he says.“He will do if you want things
fucked up,” the beggar answers. “He will do if you want to come home fucking penniless or not
come home at all. He’ll do for all that, I agree with you there. You heard about the Percival? You
must have heard about the fucking Percival?”The beggar is wearing a grimy and shapeless tam-
o’-shanter patchworked from the broken remnants of numerous pieces of older and finer
headgear.“I was in India,” Sumner says.“Ask anyone around here about the Percival,” the beggar
says. “Just say the word Percival and see what comes back.”“So tell me then,” Sumner says.The
beggar pauses a moment before beginning, as if to better measure the hilarious breadth of
Sumner’s naivety.“Crushed to matchwood by a berg,” he says. “Three years ago now. Its holds
were filled up with blubber at the time and they didn’t rescue even one single barrel of it. Not a
scrap. Eight men drownded and ten more perished of the cold, and none of those that lived
made even sixpunce.”“Sounds like a misfortune. It could happen to anyone.”“It happened to
Brownlee though, no one else. And a captain that fucking unfortunate doesn’t often get another
ship.”“Baxter must trust him.”“Baxter’s fucking deep. That’s all I’ll say about fucking Baxter. Deep
is what Baxter is.”Sumner shrugs and looks up at the moon.“What happened to your legs?” he
asks.The beggar looks down and frowns as though surprised to find them gone.“You ask
Captain Brownlee about that one,” he says. “You tell him Ort Caper sent you. You tell him we was
counting up my legs together one fine evening and there seemed to be a couple of ’em missing.
See what he says about that one.”“Why would I ask him that?”“Because you wouldn’t hardly
believe the truth of it coming from a man like me, you’d likely write it off as the ravings of a loon,
but Brownlee knows the bloody truth of it as well as me. You ask him what happened on the
Percival. Tell him Ort Caper sends his best regards. See what that does to his digestion.”Sumner
takes a coin from his pocket and drops it into the beggar’s outstretched hand.“Ort Caper’s the
name,” the beggar shouts after him. “Ask Brownlee what happened to my fucking legs.”* *
*Farther on, he begins to smell the Queen’s Dock—its sour, bathetic pong, like meat about to
turn. In the gaps between warehouses, between the piled-up planking of timber yards, he can
see the tin-cut silhouetted line of whaling ships and sloops. It is past midnight now and the
streets are quieter—some muted sounds of drinking from the dockside taverns, the Penny Bank,
the Seaman’s Molly, now and then the noise of an empty hackney carriage or the grumble of a
dustcart. The stars have swiveled, the swollen moon is half-hidden behind a bank of nickel-
plated cloud; Sumner can see the Volunteer, broad-waisted, dark and thick with rigging, a little
farther down the dock. There is no one walking about the deck, at least no one he can see, so
the loading must be complete. They are only waiting for the tide now, and for the steam tug to
pull them out into the Humber.His mind moves to the northern ice fields, and the great wonders
he will no doubt see there—the unicorn and sea leopard, the walrus and the albatross, the Arctic
petrel and the polar bear. He thinks about the great right whales lying bunched in pods like
leaden storm clouds beneath the silent sheets of ice. He will make charcoal sketches of them all,
he decides, paint watercolor landscapes, keep a journal possibly. And why not? He will have
plenty of time on his hands, Brownlee made that plain enough. He will read widely (he has



brought his dog-eared Homer); he will practice his disused Greek. Why the fuck not? He will
have precious little else to do—doling out purgatives now and then, occasionally certifying the
dead, but apart from that it will be a kind of holiday. Baxter implied as much anyway. Implied that
the surgeon’s job on a whaler was a legal nicety, a requirement to be met, but in practice there
was bugger all to do—hence the risible wages, of course. So, yes, he thinks, he will read and
write, he will sleep, he will make conversation with the captain when called upon. By and large it
will be an easeful, perhaps a mildly tedious, sort of time, but God knows that is what he needs
after the madness of India: the filthy heat, the barbarity, the stench. Whatever the Greenland
whaling is like, he thinks, it will surely not be anything like that.
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Eclectic Reader, ““The Only Devil is the One Inside Ourselves”. The year is 1859 and the
whaling industry, once a thriving and profitable business is dying. “We killed them all,” complains
a whaling ship owner referring to the whales—in thirty years of excessive hunting and killing.
Petroleum and coal is the future, he declares. None the less, his ship, the Volunteer, is about to
set sail on a six-month voyage, headed toward northern waters—the area where whales are still
most likely to be found, although far from abundant. Such is the time period of Ian McGiuire’s
fascinating and very dark novel, The North Water (2016), long listed for the Man Booker
Prize.McGuire paints a vivid and bleak picture aboard the Volunteer. Just as an arboretum and
botanical garden produce things of beauty, the area of London in which some of the whalers that
board the Volunteer lurk before shipping out and the Volunteer itself rapidly becomes a petri dish
that facilitates the growth of sordidness, evil, murder, and worse—all magnified by the true and
villainous purpose of the voyage of the ship kept secret from most of the crew—all of whom fall
victim to a scheme they know nothing about as well as the perfidy of some of those aboard
ship.McGuire takes a realistic approach to his entire novel and it is carefully crafted throughout,
containing the finest of language choices. Everything about The North Water: the settings, the
times, the action, the characters and dialogue, and the many plot twists all jump from the page
and pull the reader into the world of a whaling ship. The North Water, however, is no mere sea
adventure.With the decline in profits for those working in the whaling industry comes a decline in
character for those still willing to risk their lives on the open seas. McGuire wastes no time in
painting a stark portrait of many of his characters in Dark Water—men, for the most part, who
are not heroic figures of courage and stamina, but scoundrels with notorious pasts and equally
abhorrent presents who make little effort to hide their true nature. It is McGuire’s character
development: who they are, what they are, and what they do that is the most gripping aspect of
the novel. One expects men engaged in such laborious work that takes them far from home for
long stretches to be out of the ordinary, hardened, and insensitive to many aspects of life. “If you
are seeking persons of gentleness and refinement, Sumner, the Greenland whaling trade is not
the place to look for them,” cautions the captain of the Volunteer. The majority of the men aboard
the Volunteer, however, are even worse.Soiled reputations and secrets abound among the crew.
Captain Brownlee, with thirty years of command under his belt, is “notable for his fearsome ill
luck,” having been the commander of the Percival, a whaling ship that went down with loss of life,
multiple injuries, and loss of cargo. The ship’s surgeon, Patrick Sumner, is on the run from his
past after having served in India and having partaken in a most unethical and unfortunate
incident. His refuge is not only to board the Volunteer accepting a position far below his skill
level, but from the laudanum bottle. First Mate Cavendish is a “whoremonger” who lords his
authority over the crew. The head harpooner, Henry Dax, carries with him even darker secrets.
Each of these men play pivotal roles in the novel and as the ship heads further north into more
and more dangerous waters filled with glistening ice, chunks of which become of greater size



and magnitude, nature itself becomes an awesome, uncontrollable player as well.Repugnant
and amazing events begin to take place quickly after the Volunteer takes to the sea and event
piles upon event in rapid succession that will hold the reader spellbound. McGuire’s storytelling
is above reproach. By mid-novel, the crew “fear worse is yet to come, and they would rather
reach home with empty pockets but still breathing than end up sunk forever below the Baffin ice.”
Turning back is not an option, nor part of the plan, however.Any novel dealing with whaling in the
1800s is bound to have allusions to Herman Melville’s immortal classic, Moby Dick (1851) and
The North Water is no exception. The descriptions of men in small boats pursuing and killing
giant behemoths in the open sea are white-knuckle reading material. Melville’s respect for both
the animals and the men that hunt them are obvious as they are in McGuire’s work in spite of the
insidious nature of some of his characters. Melville’s inclusion of the mystical and dreams also
make its way into The North Water. The most obvious comparison between The North Water
and Moby Dick will not go unnoticed by readers familiar with the American landmark novel.The
North Water contains credible and vivid scenes of violence, the horrors of trying to survive in a
most hostile environment, and for some, a handful of stomach-turning moments when it comes
to bodily functions and physical injuries and within keeping faith to the novel’s tone and
authenticity.In some ways the conclusion of The North Water is inevitable, but McGuire’s use of
suspense and exceptional plotting of his story leaves readers with no certainty as to exactly
what will happen until the final page is reached. Readers who appreciate good storytelling and
literature, especially with a historical setting, will be hard pushed to find a finer, recent novel than
The North Water to satisfy their reading needs.”

Mark Mellon, “A good story, but rather cursory. I looked forward to reading this novel quite a bit
due to its subject and the warm critical reviews it received. Although I’m the world’s cruddiest
sailor (stir up the water in a bathtub and I’ll get seasick), sagas of grueling sea voyages during
the age of sail have always fascinated me. The Hornblower series delighted me as a child and I
also got a big kick out of Nordhoff and Hall’s Mutiny On The Bounty. I also read Moby Dick when
I was about fifteen and even went through the long, nonfiction section of the novel where Melville
described the 19th-Century whaling industry in fascinating detail (to me anyway). More recently,
I enjoyed reading Nigel Cliff’s account of Vasco Da Gama’s historic circumnavigation of the
African continent.So with all that nautical lit background, I read McGuire’s North Water with
much anticipation. While I think that the work is a solid piece of literature, I do have a few
criticisms. Let’s deal with the positive aspects first. McGuire has a deep understanding and
knowledge of the historical period about which he writes, mid-19th Century Great Britain. At the
same time, he never falls prey to one of the worst temptations a historical novelist must deal
with, the proclivity to include entirely too much information about a particular era to the detriment
of the novel’s plot. His prose is also solid and he’s a proficient enough writer to show character
rather than tell, that is, he lets the characters’ actions bring out their true natures. McGuire also
has a gift for generating suspense. He effectively involves the reader in the desperate, repeated



dangers faced by ordinary seamen aboard a whaling ship and does a vivid job of portraying the
terrifying, body and soul destroying rigors involved in survival in an Arctic environment. McGuire
is also plainly aware of the literary traditions that he works within, paying indirect tribute to the
previously cited Moby Dick.At the same time, I must say I thought the author’s treatment of his
subject was rather cursory. The novel is pretty short, not much more than two hundred and fifty
pages. While that leaves plenty of room to write a taut, effective narrative, it still seems rather
puzzling (and dissatisfying) to have an author take on traditional, old fashioned themes (men at
sea, the clash between good and evil, the essential nature of human character) and not deal
with it at the magisterial, comprehensive, Olympian level of literature employed by such 19th
Century masters as Hugo and Dickens. For example, while I think that the author does a good
job of tracing the protagonist’s evolution from a defeated, ineffectual sad sack to a tough,
determined man of the world, it seems to me that this could have been done more believably
and interestingly if McGuire had allowed himself more scope.A last point of criticism: the
dichotomy between the novel’s hero, Patrick Sumner, and its villain, the harpoonist Henry Drax,
often seems overly stark. While Sumner is portrayed as weak, fallible, and full of doubt, Drax is
shown as always certain, in fact apparently superhuman, much like the line from the Yeats poem:
“And the best lack all conviction while the worst are filled with a passionate intensity.” The author
does seem to intimate at several times during the course of the novel that Drax is somehow
close to immortal, not subject to the regular rules of reality that usually trip up and destroy
human beings. Without trying to give anything away to anyone who hasn’t read the novel, the
sudden reversal of this tension at the end of the novel was rather jarring to me and detracted
from the book’s persuasiveness as a work of fiction.Despite these criticisms, I still think that The
North Water is a well written, literary adventure novel that merits reading. I recommend it to
anyone interested in sea literature.”

Terri Brown Davidson, “Please Don't Let the Prudes Dissuade You From Reading This
Masterpiece. From the very first line of this novel ("Behold the man"), the author weaves a spell
of intricate tension and breathtaking language that left me captivated until the very last page.
Sometimes, while I was reading, I had to stop and scrutinize the absolutely incredible language
the author employed; this was not a distraction, though, but an added pleasure and did not slow
me down at all in my process of devouring this book. Is it gritty? Sure. Are there 10,000 movies
out there that are much more gory than this novel? Absolutely. Henry Drax is one of the most
brutal and amoral characters that you'll encounter in seafaring lore; he is also rendered with
complete believability and depth as an antagonist. As the protagonist, the ship surgeon,
Sumner, is complex, multi-faceted, and empathic. This is one of the best novels I've ever read.
It's not quite in the same category of excellence as Dan Simmon's THE TERROR, but it's close.
If you, as I do, love novels about doomed ships and the downtrodden men who inhabit them, you
will adore this book. For those who can't stomach it, may I remind you that even BAMBI can
terrorize some audiences.”



DM, “Proof positive of what's wrong with the Booker Prize.... Gripping, entertaining and brilliantly
written...I highly and enthusiastically recommend 'The North Water'.This is an original and
unusual piece of writing; combining the ideal blend of quality literature while twinned with both
an unusual and riveting tale. Only seldom do these two ideals marry together but as and when
they do....We have something in the way of alchemy for the intelligent, imaginative reader.'Long
listed' for the Booker Prize I note. This sums the Booker up perfectly to my mind-having read a
number of Booker winners and thought, 'Really? Really??' And yet this very clever and
entertaining book was only, 'Long Listed'. So thank you Booker. You have confirmed what I have
always previously suspected.P.S. Do you know what kept Ultravox 'Vienna' off the Number 1
spot? Yup. That's right... Joe Dolce 'Shaddap You Face'.The Pulitzer Prize for fiction? Yes. The
Booker? Err... No.”

Mark Brandon, “"do I really care enough about any of these horrible people to finish?" Well I
did.. As a polar person who has written about whaling, I had to read this.It's the story of a
whaling expedition to the Arctic, with a twist. The twist being revealed early on that the voyage is
to be an insurance scam. The owners know the whaling trade is declining through over
exploitation, and the master and a few inside crew members intend to sink the ship for the
owner, and share the insurance.It is well written - and I think Ian McGuire has got some things
right about the ice and high Arctic. But there are a couple of technical things that made me grind
my teeth a little. Others may not even notice that.My problem is that there really aren't any nice
characters in the book. Virtually every character with depth is basically pretty horrible, and most
of those without redemption. I got to asking myself half way through "do I really care enough
about any of these horrible people to finish?"But I did.I don't regret it.It's interesting that Ian
McGuire's characters in the whaling trade are all so horrible - when there is a fair bit of history
with rather nice people like Scoresby.In summary, it was a good read. I give 4*, but I don't think it
is a very nice book. I'd like to read more of McGuire.”

Mr. Drayton, “Cold and Brilliant. I came to this book by accident, started it, read it in a day and
will re-read again shortly.It's a cold hard trek into a heart of darkness with a well rounded cast of
characters, most of whom are rotten bastards. It reads like a well written thriller, takes you to the
ends of the earth.It could well give you frostbite, it's that cold. It's brilliant.”

Ruju, “Authentic historical tale. I was telling a friend about The North Water and said that it was
as if someone had been present throughout the events of the book and written an account of it.
A compliment for any novel, and remarkable for one set in the middle of the nineteenth century.
Everything is so authentic that I almost felt like I was there myself. The characters that populate
this world are grubby and shabby, a proper bunch of rogues that you would do anything to avoid.
They live in terrible conditions, endure horrendous weather and suffer incredible hardship on
their arctic adventure, supposedly in search of whales to butcher. Against this theme is an



underlying plot involving conflicting personal agendas that weaves a riveting thriller into the
historical fiction. Ian McGuire pulls no punches and this makes The North Water incredibly
authentic as he bloodies the reader's nose again and again. Excellent.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 4,354 people have provided feedback.
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